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DAY ELECTED
REAR COMMODORE

were taken by the hostess.
northern

WOODS,

OWNER OF THE
ISLAND MARRIED

Those

and southern sections

of

seated at the tables were Mrs.

N.

H. Ellis, Mrs. C. H. Neal, Mrs. Cora
Oakes, W.

F. Oakes, Aline Warren

Happenings Around Great Pond
This Winter

Holman Day, the
Maine author, Sweetser, N. H. EHis, Mrs. Addie
has been honored with the election G. Parker, Mrs. Aline Kerhplon, G.
to the position of rear commodore of L. Kempton, Maxw'ell Neal.
the Portland Yaciht Club

and

the position of commodore

of

also

Mrs. Kempton gave the following

the toast:

Powder Squadron.

“ Here is to the

host and

Great Pond, January 27.

hostess of the Rangeley Tavern and

Tomato Soup

Croutons
Olivos

Boiled

Chicken Halibut,

Parsley

Sauce
Potato Chips
j Roast Stuffed Ohiiieken, Gihi' t Gravy

A jolly party o f friends was that

Oramberry Sauce

Tavern

Apple Fritters, Wine Sauce

last Sunday, January 24, by the invi

Steamed Rice
tation of Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Ellis
proprietors of that popular hotel.
Boiled Potatoes
Mashed Po+atoes
The occasion was a reunion
of
String Beans
Green Peas
those who took a trip to California
Boiled Onions
two years ago in company and

who

met on several occasions while there.

Apple Pie

A most delicious dinner was serv

Mince Pie

Cocoanut Custard Pie

ed at 1 o’cflock in the dining room.

Young American Cheese

The tabJe was made more attractive

Snow Pudding, Custard Sauce

by a huge bowl o f pine in the center. Strawberry Ice Cream Assorted Cake
Nuts

The place cards were views of the
California which were

visited,

and Tea

Tho’ Jack Frost is around

and Raisins

Coffee

Cocoa

Milk

To find out about it, w rite to

E D . G R A N T (Sb SO N S CO.,

And his presence we feel,
Soon Spring will be here

KENNEBAGO,
G R ANTS' CAMPS

And the song o f the reel.

BALD M O U N T A IN CAMPS

M A IN E

M ou n tain
M aine

Bald Mountain Cam ps are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on Moosetookmeguntic Lake. N ear the best fishing: grounds. First class steamboat connections— Auto
road to camps— Telephone connections— T w o mails daily—W rite for free circular.
AMOS E L L IS . Prop’r..
Bald Mountain.
Maine

| Mountain View House |
Mountain View, Maine
For further particulars write or address

|
L. E . B O W L E Y ,
| Mountain View,
. . .
^

^

Maine-

....................... ...

V v v»v$

RAN GELEY L A K E S AND
DEAD RIVER REGION
AS A

RESORT

The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
Issues a descriptive booklet of this territory, containing map of entire region, which will be furn 
ished upon application to

General Manager,

Experiences

Phillips, Maine.

of

O the r

States.

COMMISSIONERS
GIVE REASONS

Proposed Legislation on Resident
Hunter’s License Law Subject
to Much Discussion

the

Maine

Inland

Fisheries

of
and

I Game has given the fo lowing inter
esting interview i » regard

to

the

law

on

which legislation will lie passed

at

resident

hunters’

the present session

This territory is unsurpassed in Maine.
It is easy of
access and nearly all the camps are open through the
Hunting Season.
Deer, Bear, Partridge, Duck and
small game are very abundant.

F. N. BEAL,,

Law .

The main purpose ‘is to assist in
the usual num the betterment enforcement of the
Maine is the only Sta'e north, of
ber of sporting people were here for non-resident and alien license laws Mason and Dixon’s line which has
not a resident lmntimg lien se, and
their vacation.
Some for
health, at present on our statute be ok*.
there are only seven other Slates in
which they are very sure of finding
Since the use of automobiles has
the Union which do not have
i.t.
improved if pure aiir, beautiful scen become so general, many more hunt these States being Virginia,
West
ery of hills, lakes and streams have ers, in the opinion of the Commis Virginia, Maryland, North Carolina,
sioners, are coming into the State
anything to do with it.
South Carolina, Arkansas and Missi
by automobile than by train as for
ssippi.
This law% once enacted, has
Miss Cllarry owner of “ The Island” merly, and it has become well nigh
never been repealed except in one
that
on the island and Harry B. Wlhall, impossible, owing to t! e fact
instance where it wras not given a
hunting
parties
from
cut
of
t’
e
state
her business manager, were married
sufficient trial to. prove its
worth,
are in one section, to-day and per
hut, on the other hand, the sports
Christmas at their home in Dorches
haps a hundred miles away to-mor
of
the
ter, Mask Their many friends wish row, to see that these non-resident men and Commissioners
States having this law are enthusias
them a long life of wedded happin hunters are all provided with licen
tic in its commendation, and unite
ses.
ess.
in saying that it is< one of t ’ e most
Our young ladies a re leaving home
The assurance of an unprincipled salutary game laws ever p’ aced upo«
for new vocations. Miss Gladys Gar hunter that he is a resident of this their statutes.
land is attending Simmons college. State must be accepted by a warden
T h e W o r k i n g Out of hhe Law .
provided he has no knowledge to th®
N. H.
contrary, as it would be entirely im
The law provides that resident li
The resignation of Robert Laugh- practicable to keep in touch with
censes shall' be issued by the clerks
lin, postmaster, took place
Satur a party travedling through, the State of the various cities, towns and plan
day, the 24th in favor of Mrs. Ger by automobile and trace them to tations to such persons as they are
their homes.
Hundreds
of deer
satisfied are residents of such places,
trude Williams.
and thousands of partridges are kill
! at a fee of one dol a.r, and
fifteen
Guy Chick and Burns Avery are ed by auto hunting parties in this
j cents recording fee which goes to
am cunt of
the successful trappers and many of State yearly, and the
the clerk.
game
destroyed
is
yearly
increasing,
the fur bearing animals find them
It also provides that a return shall
so that today there is no
larger
selves cauglht.
drain upon our game resoumes than be made to the Commissioners
by
W e are quite interested to learn that caused by automobllists—.resi |each person licensed, upon
blanks
how the cat fight will terminate in dent and non-resident.
furnished by the Department, at the
the state house.
I am
certainly
There are, too, large num'-ers of lend of each year, of the number and
more in favor of birds than cats, aliens who are carrying guns in man ! kinds of birds and animals killed
though one hates to part with a sections of the State and killing not j during the yea-.
This information
o n ly our game in and out of season
household pet.
would be of great value to
the
but our song and insectivorous birds,
We have had but very little sleigh and while the mos't of these persons people of our State, as i.t would
ing.
Stage has come cn
wheels are subject to the provisions of the provide the only means possible of
alien hunter’s license law, for the ascertaining, in a measxire, ti e great
nearly all winter.
same reasons as eopV to the non value of our game re onrees.
resident hunters i't i.s
impossible
The lawr also provides (hat resi
for our wardens to properly enforce
dents,
and the members of their
its provisions.
immediate family, who are living up
On the other hand, if every hunt
er-resident and non-resident-was ob on land owrned or leased by them,
liged to carry a license, it would he shall not be required to take out a
comparatively an easy matter
for license for hunting upon f e:r own
our wardens to enforce t> e provis land.
ions of the nen-res'dent and
alien
hunter’s license law, which wou'd re
Its A d va n ta g e s to the Farmer.
sult in an added income
to
our
state of many hundred dollars each
The farmers of Maine during t’ e
year.
past few years have learned that a
Hon. H. B. Austin, cibaiirman

H U N T IN G

number of killers of game. However,
the history of game legislaton shows
that by far the largest
part
of
the game laws now existent have
been made in the interests of the
hunters rather than in that of those
who have an equal title to the game
but who are not hunters. Is It not,
Contrary to the generally accepted
then! a fair proposition, that
the
idea, the proposed law is not primar
small percentage o.f our people who
ily for the purpose of raising rev
draw upon our game resources should
enue except as a secondary effect.
bear at least a portion of the burden
of their protect cn?

During the summer

Thie following menu was served:

Rangeley Tavern the Scene of a
Jolly Dinner Party

In order that the public might he
informed of the position taken
by
the proponents of this measure, the
Commissioners of Inland
Fisheries
and Game have, in a recent inter
view, given their reasons for asking
for the passage cf this legbiT tion.

Everything seems much the same.

one of them.”

WINTER PARTY
OF CALIFORNIANS

PRICE 4 CENT!

Purpose of the

To the Edito r of M a in e W oods:

all you Californians, I am glad I am

which met at the Rangeley

PHILLIPS, M A I N E . J A N U A R Y 28, 1915.

license
ef the

legisla

ture:
Probably no proposed legislation is
! subject of more diseusaioe throughout
th* State thie winter than the resi
dent hunters license law which will
be introduced at the present -session
of the Legislature.
This law is favered aot only by
the Inland Fish and ®a*te Commis
sioners, but by the Maine
Sports
men’s Fish and Genre
Association
and by a large number ef •portcmen
who have made a stadp ef recent
game conditions in thia lie.*#.

G ET ABO ARD

Fairne s s and

E q u ity of the

Law

covey of partridges in their woodlot or deer in their

The proposition that the game of
a State belongs to the whole people
of that State has long since
been
established by the United States Su
preme Court—in the celebrated case
of Geer vs Connecticut, 161 IT. S.
Report, page 519.

proper

restrictions

fields,
and

has the same, or even

under

rondi'ions,
a

larger

vJlue to him and his fa.mi'y t’ an the
fowls of his farm yard or the cattle
of hie pasture.
laws

which

In other w'ords, all
restrict

prorni souou*

muet
It is also a pre'tty well establish hunting on a farmer’s land
ed fact that only about three per tend only to the protection of th*
cent of the people of this
Stale resources which are of real
aad
are hunters.
Neverthe’ess, the 97 growing value to our farmers. And
per cant of those of our people who
we believe that when they investi
do not hunt have the same inherent
right to the game as the vastly smal gate th® working* ef this proposed
ler portion which alone draws upon resident hunter’* license law they
our game resources. In other words, w ill have no difficulty in seeing ita
those who prefer to enjoy the birds great advantages to them and that
and game of our fields and forests
they will not only favor the passage
alive— in its natural state—have the
of
the law but will demand it at
same right to such enjoyment of that
game as the comparatively small the hands o f the Legislature.

Is offered to Hotel
and Camp Proprie
tors with the pub
lication of our. big
Sportsman’s Show
Number.
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W OO DS, P H I L L I P S ,
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Of course, as Mayor Curley of
our hooks, lighted ooir pipes and then
Bos'ton alleges, when a community
started, to bob for the big ones.
It is not always the ice fisher s over-run with gipsey and brownman’s luck to put Ms minnow at the tail moths, all one has got to do is
Snose of a big one and w© found it to get birds enough to eat up ail
! so in our case for the first fore- the moths, and go on as before—ns
noon nary a fish came to our bait. if it were the easisiet thing in the
A fter dinner we took up a couple of world to get sufficient birds.
lines and won't around Coffin point
By this time there should be a
and cut some holies. The first hole
that was driven through the ice,, two general awakening among the com
white fish, weighing about a pound mon, everyday people of Maine to
all
( W r i t t e n f o r M a i n e Woods.)
leach came up with the*rush of wat- the urgent need o f protecting
lin a few daysi now the fishermen ®r, and before they could dive back species of the insectivorous and mi
of the ©astern part of the state w ill;
we hadthrown them, on the icewith gratory birds which visit Maine once
begin to overhaul
their fishing our chisel and they made a nice fry or more times every year.
There is an unmarsh allied and entacksfe and “ tip uips’’ in, preparation for supper that night,
tirely-unclassatfied: host of bird lov
for a fishing trip “ down the lakes,”
W e f i Sliied two days, and wliiie we
%
ers in this country, which must be
or to be more definite, down on some secured none of the big ones we
organized and led by
enthusiastic
of the lakes that are drained into brought home twelve fish, the largsouls, which will, not be denied.
Passmaquoddy bay by Grand Lake eglt a togue that weighed 9y2 pounds!.
When one thinks of the V&liant
Stream.
service which has been performed
To one wlho lias ever been
on
1
for the cause by Secretary butcher,
these Lakes a word of description is j
by Reverend Mr. Job, by Land Agent
unne-aessary and to the uniniated aBlaine S. Viles, by the late heroic
bcut all that .can be said you w ill,
Manly Hardy and the late raost-inhave to see them, to fully appreciate
dustrious Ora W. Kniglit— when one
them,, for while the pen might in a
no more than thinks of the reforms
feeble way picture the beauties,
which are urgently demanded in the
there would be missing a sense of
grandure and awe that would
be
iorjfn ost of the present winter the right here and the now; when the
writer has sat at an east window, apparent apathy of our good citizens
wholly lacking to the reader.
In summer one can travel for looking up at the snow-clad Holden is fully-known, and the very short
weeks in either canoe or motor boat Hill, and thence away east to Ded time which remains for doing good
work— as the real good old woman
down thoroughfares and across lakes ham, Ellsworth and beyond.
remarked years ago:
and ponds and there is fishing all
On, former winters, have come to
“ I feel as if I should flf."
the way.
The writer has made peck among the big elm trees in
— Bangor News.
three trips down these lakes, once front of the house, hairy and downey
in a canoe, once in a motor boat woodpeckers—red and white-bellied
with Bert Smith as captain and chief nut-hatches, an occasional bluejay—
engineer, and another time we hitch to cry “ thief,” flocks of snow-bunt
ed. Old Dobbin to the one-horse pung ings, Tree sparrows, pine grosbeaks
and went down to Grand Lake ice |anc] a f^,w 0f the rarer winter birds.
fishing.
English
As for the pertinacious
One who lias never been on a sparrows, for the latitude of Bangor,
trip like this might consider it a they are a® or almost-exclllusively
hardship rather than a pleasure to city residents in ’the winter;
they
go fishing in the winter and some scratch and peck among fresh,ly-faldays it would be, but there are lots «(en horse dressing and never turn
1
of pleasant ones and then it
is their hardy feathered forms toward
rare sport.
the cold and bleak country of northHunters from out of the State hy
Staorting from Spring.fie’d, Maine, i errL Maine,
\
the score are parading as residents
after a hearty breakfast of Landlord
Hon. W alter I. Neal, Fish and of Maine, according to the officials
Hiram Burn’s good things, we drove
Game Commissioner for Maine, write of the fish and game
department,
to Battle lake and across to Pattens
he has been busy for some time, says the Portland Press. The com
on Upper Dobsis. These camps are
trying to make the United
States missioners say that these men come
run by Joe Patten and his^ charming
bird laws conform in detail 'to the into Portland or Bangor or some
wife and are pleasantly located on a
.. ,
.
„
.
Maine laws for.th e upkeep and pres- other city.
There they hire auto
high piece of ground overlooking the 1
*
;
.
ervation of Maine bird life.
He mobiles and go into the woods.
lake and a- pleasanter place to spend
T H E F IS H E S OF M A IN E
In 1867 the first State Fish Commis
has not been abroad among
the
It is the Maine registration
tag
an outing one could not wish for
sion
was appointed and since that
woods and fields of Maine as much that enables them to get by and
and if it is fishing you want Joe or
O f t h e 149 Species Found O n ly 17 time various species have been pro
as he should have done this winter, declares that they are residents of
some of his guides will initiate you
H a v e C o m m e r c ia l V a l u e ; O n ly 35
pagated and distributed.
and had not noted any great falling the State when they are not.
As .
into the anti-Missouri club in half
A r e Fre sh W a t e r V a r i e t y .
off in tlie individual Species. Maine the commissioners tell it, a
warden 1
Since 1872 the United States Fish
a day.
Commission has co-operated in the
From here we drove down to the -—or as the laite Ora W. Knight clas in Franklin county might stop an auto
In an annotated catalogue of the work, and great numbers of young
sified them—Canadian partridges, had mobile party in the woods and ask
Norway Pines; and then across the
fishes of Maine, prepared by William fish have been planted in the waters
been fairly-abundant in Maine for to see the license.
dam at the foot of Dobsis,
down
Many depleted lakes
“ Oh, we live in Washington coun Kendal], scientific assistant of the of the state.
The Narrows onto Compasis and turn- a11 U,e paKt a" tumn> “ d
is 1,OI,6d
United States Bureau of Fisheries, and streams have been
restocked
in* to the left, followed the shore !that SUOT>tor “ ° “ ®h came into wiat« r ty,” would be the reply.
If a party is stopped in Washing recently published as part first of with trout. Landlocked salmon have
for about a mile, ' and then
a g a rte rs so a® to famish seed partthey volume third of the proceedings of been introduced into many waters
short thoroughfare, and we are out ridges fo,r next SI>rin« ' 6 layin«
at ton county, the hunters say
the Portland Society of Natural His not before containing them,
partridge
eggs.
where
live
in
Portland
or
some
other
place
on Grand Lake proper, and about a
tory,
there are listed 149 species. they have become acclimated
and
in
the
western
part
of
the
State.
mile up the lake on our right is j Except for a very severe cold snap
Mr. Kendall lias spent a consider have increased in numbers. A num
Coffin point.
Across on the left about Chiristmastiide, the winter thus
C O S T S $2500 A Y E A R
able part of the last 20 years in ber of species foreign to the State
is “ The BiircMs” owned by Massach fan has been an ideal one for a
While there are no accurate figure studying the habits and geological have also been introduced, including
usetts parties and occupied for the birdliife in Maine. There have been
obtainable
as to what this practice distribution of the marine and fresh the black bass, which in suitable
winter by Joe Sprague and his fam an abundance of* dark
evergreen
The work waters has proved a valuable food
uncollected water fishes of Maine.
ily.
Here we made
headquarters trees to break away the cold wint has cost the State in
has several times taken
him
by and game fish.
fees
for
hunters’
licenses,
it
is
esti
Smelts also have
and were nicely cared for.
ry blasts from the tender species of
V ater the entire length of the coast proved a success in almost
mated
by
the
fish
and
game
depart
every
The next morning we took a few native birds; while the far north
and he has visited many of the bays instance of their introduction vund
live bait in a paffl, some lines and a birds, such as the Great Snowy Owl, ment that the amount must he in the
and fishing centers.
On. the fresh in some lakes have remarkably in
chisel, and weift out opposite Coffin and the pine grosbeak seem not to, neighborhood o f $2500 a year.
(waters,
all
of
the
larger
and most creased in numbers and size.
It is because of this fact, as, well
point and put in a few lines and then have been tempted to fly
further
important Lakes and rivers, as well
as
because
o
f
other
things,
that
a
cut a few holes about a half mile south by the atmospheric inclemen
Of the 149 species of fishes cata
resident hunter’s, license i,s being ad as many of the minor waters, have
from these on -Birch point; baited cy.
logued as found in the salt and fresh
vocated by the commissioners, as been explored.
From this catalogue it appears that waters of Maine, only the fallowing
well as by the Maine
Sportsmen’s
God, haddock,
there
are 98 species of fishes that 25 are food fishes:
Fish and Game association. If every
cunners,
hake,
cusk,
swordfish,blueman who went into the woods with may be considered almost strictly !
Of these only i7 are at fish, butter fish, mackerel, shad, her
a gun carries a license, then it marine.
ring, pollock, smelt, salmon, alewould be easy at once to te ll wheth present of any commercial value. Of
wife, eel, minnow, chub,
sucker,
tlie
149
species,
also
only
35
can
be
er he did or did not live in the
flounder, black bass, perch, togue,
called
strictly
fresh
water
fishes,
State of Maine. Every hunter, when
trot, pickerel.
called upon, would be forced to about 14 of these food fishes of
more
or
less
importance
and
some
shew his license and a non-resident
would have to produce the papers of them are highly esteemed game
fishes, such as the salmon, pickerel
necessary or else stand prosecution.
and black bass.
It will be remem
bered that Maine was one of the
W O U L D M E A N BIG I N C O M E
first states to undertake fish culture.

ICE FISHING ON
GRAND LAKE

DON’T LET

Twelve Fish as Result of Two Days
Fishing and One 91-2
Pound Togue

WESTERN

CONCERNS

Get the business

that belongs to

M AINE

WHERE ARE
OUR BIRDS

Be

represented

Fashioned

at the Old

Sportsman’s Show

in New York, Feb. 20 to 27.

HUNTERS POSE
AS NATIVES

Practice Costs State $2500 A year
In Uncollected Licenses

Hotel and Camp Proprietors,

let the people know you are

doing business by advertising
in our big Sportsman’s Show
Number.

You will get results.

SUGAR

Ready!
T o make a “ batch”

of old -fash io n ed , whole
some, home-made bread, a
nice light cake and perhaps a
pie or two—the kind of good liv
ing that makes the family smile.
m

A ll from William Tell and all
always good — because this is
the all ’round flour that keeps
the cook in a good humor.

----Wil l ia m tbl I'
"""

Extra nutritious and goes
farther—a secret of Ohio Red
Winter Wheat and the special
process of milling yours only in
G9)

M l*

% wer%] j r i u
lo Sfl H *->*»
B i f C © ¥ u m
Mc K e n z ie

en yj

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E .

AT NINETY

H ale and Hearty

Should a resident hunter’s license
be authorized by the present ses- H iim iiiiiiiiiim iiiiiiii iiiii im ii iiim t iii iiii iim ii iiii m iiim i iim ii iif iiii m iii iiiih i in
s; • of t h ! Legislature, it is esti
mated that fully $20,000, and perhaps
more, would be secured from Maine
hunters alone, even i.f the fee for
the resident license were but one
434 Congress St.,
dollar.
I P O R TLA N D , M A IN E |
In the proposed resident hunter’s
license law, as it has now
been 1 Erected in 1911, and p ositively the only |
F ire p ro o f Hotel in the City
drawn, there is an exemption clause. | E levator Service, P riv a te and Public. |
This would make it unnecessary for | Baths and every convenience for the com- |
men or boys living on farms or in | fort o f Knests including
HOT A N D COLD R U N N IN G
|
agricultural sections, to
secure
a I
W A T E R AljJD LO C A L A N D
I
license to hunt on their own land.
D IS TA N C E TE LE |
Thus they would be ahile to
kill | LONG
|
crows, woodchucks or anything else 1 PHONE IN E V E R Y ROOM
they found on their own property | S P L E N D ID R E S T A U R A N T C O N N E C T E D 1
and still be within the law. Owners | F E A T U R IN G P O P U L A R P R IC E M E N U S §
of v -d lands, however, not having | Am erican P lan $2.50 p e r day, up w ard |
| European Pla n $1,00 p er day, n p w a rd 1
a domicile on their property, would E Lettcrn o f Inquiry reg-ardinir rates e tc ., promptly answered. E
have to pay their taxes as well as
B L E . T H U R S T O N , R. F. IIIM M E L F J N , =
Proprietors.
anyone else.

S Catering to “ Up State” Folks I

(inCHASEHOUSE)

T Iiiiiiim iiiiiiiiim iim iiitiu m m u H im aiH n iiiiiiim iiim iin m iiiiiiiiim u u itiiiiiii

G, W. Heath of South Windham,
Maine, is
90 years “ young” —and
still hale and hearty.
For
60
years, he has used “ L. F.” Atwwod’s
Medicine, and his
personal recol
lections of Mr. Atwood are very in
teresting:
“ For more than 60 years “ L. F.’’
Atwood’s Medicine has been a fam
ily remedy In my household.
At
the age of 90, I am still Using it,
and my six children use it from
time to time. I bought it first from
L. F. Atwood himself in 1850, when
he sold it from house to house.
I
hope others get much benefit as I
have from the use of this medicine.’’
(Signed) G. W. Heath.
Large bottle, 35 cents. A ll Dealers.
Trial Bottle— FREE— From Us.
“ L. F .” MEDICINE CO., Portland,
Maine.

M A IN E
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T arg et Tips an<*H unting Helps
b y A lfred P La tle

“ W e’d take two deer horns!, hide
in a thicket and thien cirasfli them,
together,” Concammon said. “ It took
pat fence, hut iif there w&is a buck in
hearing distance he would come. Deer
are just like the thousands
who
went to Reno to siee Jeffries
and
Johnson fight.
They’ll flock to see
two of tiheir kind fight and at the
clash** of horns they come, heads Ur
and snorting.”

give an account of my stewardship. the Ladies, and feel that 'their good
Let me say at the beginning that I will is essential to the well-being of
have had an efficient secretary in the outing.
Mr.. R. C. Wbitehouse.
Most of
Another matter in w i .k 'this- as
the work has fallen on him, amid he sociation should interest itself is the
lias done that work well. The work proposition of a national forest re
of this association is largely a work serve in Maine.
oWith this subject
of Love and if we are to
increase I admit I am not familiar, but I
our influence and enlarge our mem hope to he more so, and I hope we
bership, w,e must hiav.e for officers may be able to discover some way
and committees men who are inter in which we can assist in
making
ested and who really love the wild this a reality.
It would mean more
life.
to Maine than anything which M s
Our
first
work
was'
to
send
out
a
I
been aocrmplished for a long time,
<•%
circular letter asking the opinion of
In union there is strength, s-o we
members on certain questions. W e j Invite everyone interested in Maine
found that this association favored j hunting and fishing to join our asa close time on moos© for a period sociation.
Our influence is in a
of five years, a resident hunting li
cense fee of from on,e to two dol
lars, and if w.e get a close time on
moose, to reduce the
non-resident
Readers are reminded that this col
license from $25 to $15.
It learns
I assume you mean a barrels with
umn is open to questions
which riflin g or without rifling.
to me that we should have no trouble
If so, a
should be sent to me in cane of the rifled barrel will shoot very much
in having these laws enacted because
Sporting Editor, and to discussions more accurately than a smooth bore
they appear so obviously necessary,
by the readers on anything c o n n o t barrel.
and because the majority
of the
A t the annual - meeting
of
the
ed with hunting or target shooting.—
sportsmen of Maine want these laws.
Wh/at size shot and will,at weight of
Sportsmen's Fish and Game Associa
powder iis# the best load for pheas
The association and the Fish and
tion which- met in Augusta, last wreek
A P. L.
ants in a tw elve gauge shotgun? V
on Thursday the following officers Game Commission are agreed as t(
J. O., Scandinavia, W is.:
The most popular load for pheasant
were elected, these same
officers the Laws needed for the conserva
I write you in regard to rules and shooting is 3 drams of bulk smoke having served for the year 1914 also: tion of our game, and are working
regulations for starting a R ifle Shoot less powder or its equivalent of dense
President-—Robert J. Hodgson, Lew together in harmony— a fac t which
ing Club in cur village.
Would you and 1V& oz. of No. 6, 7, or iy2 shot, iston .
is additional evidence that the pro- j
please send us some instruction as depending on the conditions of the
Secretary and treasurer,
Roland posed law’s'are the right thing.
shooting, i. e., whether in compara
to rules and by-laws?
Last year something was said
C. W hite!’oiuse, Auburn.
or
heavily
I would suggest first that you tively open territory
about restricting the killing of deer
write to the various Arms and Am  wooded section.
tc one buck, and this was
made
W ill a double barrel shotgun shoot
man it L. n Companies as they publish
one of the questions that we sent
considerable literature on the subject just as straight as a single barrel?
out.
I am glad to see that the
Yesr—if properly made, i. e., if the
whidh is valuable.
Some of those
majority of our members did not
booklets are very complete and cover barrels are very carefully tested dur
favor it.
I hav,e talked this over
the matter thoroughly.
Th e
first ing the brazing-together procesls. I
with the commissioners and all seen1
to agree that such a law would not.
proceduce in forming a R ifle Club assume in the above that you refer
be wise.
In my own opinion we
is to call a meeting^ to organize a to the proper placing of the pattern
would fall into the same trouble we R C. WHITlEHOUSE, SEC. MAINE
new club.
This can best be done in relation to the Line of sight over
are now experiencing with the bull
by getting the sporting goods deal the rib.
FISH AND GAME ASS’N.
A't how many yards
will
a .22
moose.
I feel that when the law
ers or the hardware dealers in your
was passed that only bull moose of measure proportionate to our num
town interested, then set a date for rif'e kill with .22 Long Riffle Lesmok
two years and older could be shot bers, and with numbers and enthus
an organization meeting, and write cartridges?
it was a blow to moose hunting in iasm we can help place on our stat
It Ls> quite impossible to answer
a little article for the paper, giving
To do so
Maine. Had the law read one moose utes those laws which will best conthe outline of the plan c f the meet this question definitely.
ing.
Complete procedure for organ it would be neoesisiary to know what
witbout regard to sex, we "would have gerv,e our game and at the same
had better moose hunting to-day, but time give the sportsmen the best
izing a rifle club would require rath- kind of game and also where the
If squirrels, for instance,
to single out the bull for slaughter hunting and fishing in this country.
€" more space than 1\ have at my bullet hit.
was a mistake and could only end
disposal.
Be sure to write to the are the game, and the bullet strikes
as if lias in decimating t ie breed
vario us companies and secure their the heart, a kill will result at even
Speeches from the floor followed
as much as 200 yards.
If a rabbi't
Nature maintains her own balances.
literature on the subje: t.
and centered about the several rewas shot at this distance and the
I recommend that a great deal oi commenda.tio,ns mentioned in PresiR. R. M., Jr., CitronelJle, Ala.:
shot hit in the paunch,, the chances
attention be paid to the men who dent Hodgson’s address.
Opinions
1 have an 1893 Mauser r if’e that
would be extremely good that th§
come frotn without tits State and concerning licenses to both resident
was used in the Spanish-Amerman
animal would escape, but of course ROBERT J. HODGSON, PRESIDENT build camps i.n Maine and occupy
non-resident sportsmen Were
war.
I would appreciate it very
death would result later on.
FISH AND GAME A S S ’N.
them.
They aire entitled
to the voiced and testimony concerning
much if you would tell
me
the
best usage we can give.
W,e should laiWS irL other states, especially New
velocity, siz.o and shooting ability,
Vice president, D. I. Gould of Ban cater to people of this class, who York, was heard with interest,
L e., what it will
shoot through.
gor; Hiram W. Ricker cf Poland; become permanent property owners
W hen President Horsey
of the
Also, tell me how it compares with
Charles
C.
Wilson
of
Augusta;
in
our
State.
'S
om
e
have
written
Maine
Senate
was
called
upon
be
tie new Springfield in use by the
James J. Pooler of Portland; Charles asking that a lower license rate be sta.ted his utter inability to shoot
militia.
A. Hill of Belgrade; Daniel F. Field made to the non-resident owning a ^ger, th.cugh he had shot bear,
Til© 7 mm. cartridge was used in
of Phillips; L. F. Campbell of Cher property in Maine, than do f e H e denounced the type of sportsmen
the Mcdel 1893 Mauser rifle.
The
and
K C. N I M R O D , B A C K F R O M H U N T ry field; Charles H. Hall cf Houlton; sportsman who comes and goes wit’ - who go into the woods aimed
ballistics of this cartridge are as
L. P. Swett of Bangor; Wilbur D. out property ties.
This
matt n supplied with ammunition enough to
L O S T F O R 24 H O U R S IN W I L D S .
follows:
W eight of buifet, 175 gr..
has been considered, but I under- g0 j-q war and “ who' shoot anything
Emerson of Augusta.
muzzle velocity, 2300 ft. per second;
Directors— J. Putnam Stevens of stand that the supreme court has they come to:
Deer, moose, birds
A day and a night sipent in a
muggie .energy, 2^56 ft. lbs. Accur
Portland; C. A. Judkins of Kineo; declared this 'to be class Legislation and
and signified that
the
ate range up to 1000 yds. Penetra trackless waste of mesquite and cac
Albert Greenlaw o fN'Eastport; Blaine and therefore unconstitutional.
I proper place for such was In State’s
.
m
tion, soft point, twelve 7-8
inches tus without food or water is an ex|S. Vil.es of Augusta;
Thurston S. that is true we how to the courts prison.
pine boards; metal cased, sixty soft perience W. S. Concannon, a Kan-|_
Burns of Westbrook.
hut nevertheless let us bn courage
----------sas
City
hunter,
has
ais
a
reminder
pine boards. The government SpringExecutive
committee— Harry
B. in every way w© can, the man ! Governor Curtis spoke briefly in
field Model 1906 cartridge which is of a deer hunt in Texas.
Austin of Phillips, Charles P. Gray who comes to
Maine to
bui’d reference to the class of sportsmen
Concannon returned recently from
the cartridge in use by the United
everything who slhoct anything they come to an,d
op Fryeburg, Charles A. Judkins of a camp, and give him
States
government
and
National the seventh annual hunt of the five
Kineo, Charles B. Carter of Auburn. possible for the money expended.
said that possibly he might be con
Guard at present has a velocity of Concannon brothers cn the 93,000The following legislative committee
What we cannot do to-day may he sidered in that class, as once, when
acre
Cotulla
ranch
thirty
miles!
south
2700 ft. per second and muzzl,e ener
accidentally
was named:
George S. McCarty of possible in the future, and in the in the woods, he had
gy cf 2426 lbs.
It is accurate u/p of Catarina, Tex.
Lewiston, Cyrus N. Blanchard of Wil- meantime good fellowship is wort11 shot himself.
“ It’s an experience I don’t want
to 1200 yds.
Tine government cart
ton, Frank Robinson of Bangor and more to most men than
anything
ridge is more powerful than the first again,’’ Concammoin said, and joked
Alfred K. Ames of Mac bias.
else.
My
idea
is
to
cater
to the
Tl\e report of the secretary and
about hiis “ being lost.”
Every year
mentioned.
President Hodgson addressed thie people outside the State of Maine, treasurer f r the past year was as
he
and
his
four
brothers
hold
a
re
Duck Gun., Fresno, Cal.:
meeting as follows:
and make thiem f,©el that they ar.e follow s:
■ Which do ycu think is the best union and annual hunt in Texas!. (A
Gentlemen of the Maine
Sports essential 'to
our well being.
The
The year just closed
musk be
good
suggestion
in
reunions:,
by
the
duck gun, a 12, 16, or 20 gauge shot
men’s Fish and Game Association: more people
who are interested
in classed as a successful one, inasway.)
gun?
One year ago you
elected -me Main,e as a
vacation ground,
the much as it has been a large increase
“T w o
brothers and nrysetf left
If you mean by “ hast” the gauge
president of this association,
and better off will Maine be.
in membership, a well attended outcamp
early
In
the
morning,.
thinking
which wiill be the most effective,
it is proper at this time
that I
I
wish
that
there
could
be
more
ing, good progress made in those
there d(s absolutely no question but wi might get a shot at a buck and
things the association is
working
uniformity
in
the
duration
of
the
that the 12 gauge is best.
The 12 get back before breakfast,” be slaid.
open season on different varieties for, and it seems to us a general
gauge throws more shot t o n either “ W e split up and they told me not
of game.
Possibly i't would be In revival of interest in its affairs.
of the other gauges and w ill therefor
a road toward wihdldh, I was
In spite of the fact tha't our mem
judicious to make the season or
I
found
the
road
all
right
kill duckis at a Lcniger range than headed!.
bership is scattered all over the
grows©
and
other
birds
coincide
witl
and thought I’d take a chance, and
than the 16 or 20 gauge.
that on, deer, but at the same tin1,©; State, making it impossible for many
Which do you ’think is the best |crossed it.
there is always, the temptation for to attend even one meeting a year,
“
And
I
never
found
that
road
pump gun made?
the man wiio goes into the woods nearly a hundred sportsmen
have
I walked all day and when
This is a question for you to de again.
with a gun during the open season joined in the past twelve mouths. It
night
came
I
was
sltilll
hunting—
for
cide.
Ask some of your .brother
on one kind of gamie to shoot other j shows that the association has jusI sang and shouted and
sportsmen or a
reliable
sporting the road.
game on which there is close time j tified its existence, and that many
whistled as best I could to keep my
goods dealer.
I have heard recommendations that j consider it so necessary to t ie fish
spirits up.
What size sluot do you think is best
the bird season should not open un- and game interests that they are
“ A't 3 o'clock in the morning I
for ducks?
til it is legal to hunt deer.
l glad 1o support it by their memberfound a leg but that had been an olid
to
The size of shot required must he
Our annual outing last year was ship, even if not always able
camp, and there I got my bearings,.
a great success, it seems to me take part in its meetings.
determined in a great measure by
Opposite
State
Honse,
Boston,
Mass.
That log hut was eighteen miles a\vTe have endeavored to, put the
the distance at which t ie ducks are
Although handicapped with a week
Offers room with hot. and
way from where I bad started. About
cold water for $1.00 per day
flying.
The most popular sizes are
of bad weather which extended into association,, so far as possible., on
daylight the next morning I saw one
and up, which includes free
the first day of the outing, we- filled an efficient and businesslike basis.
Nos. 4, 5, and 6.
of my brothers coming through the
use o f public shower baths.
every room in the Mountain View We have revised the list of mem
C. L . Penifield, N. Y.:
. .....
mesquite. They had hunted all night
Nothing to Equal This in New England
Houis'e.
The quality of the contests bers, and have tried to bring every
Which cartridiges are the best for for me.”
was
unexcelled
by any previous out one up to good standing. The num
Rooms with private baths
a .22 calibre rifte, greased or un
H u n t a Big Success.
for $1.50 per day and up;
ing, and it was evident that with ber of resignations, which is larger
greased ?
suites of two rooms and bath
good prizes and good management than usual, may be accounted for by
The, hunt lasted three weeks and
Greased cartridges are
without
for $4.00 per day and up.
these events can be a great social I the fact that many whose names had
question the best.
Umgneased car the party found game—b ig and little
success, and at the same time ere-1been carried alorg but who thought
—
galore.
,
'
tridges are very hard on the barrel.
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
ate an interest in shooting and help j probably that their membership bad
A unique way of drawing deer up
Willi chi will carry 'the straighte&t
Send for Booklet
develop good mainsimamislhiip. W e tried lapsed, sent in formal resignations,
to
the
gun
barrel
partly
explains
and strongest, in the .22 calibre rifle
STOKER F. CRAFTS* Gen. Meaner
to have something of interest
to I
(C on tin u«d on page e i g h t ) .
the success of the party.
twist barrel or straight barrel?

PROTECTION OF
GAME WANTED
A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters
Governor Curtis is Present at An
nual Meeting of Maine Sportsmen
Held at Augusta

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.
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ATTENTION HOTEL
AND CAMP MEN
AT RIPOGENUS

MAINE^VVOODS BUILD BIG DAM
ISSUED WEEKLY

J. W. Brackett Co.
Phillips, Maine
L. B. BRACKETT,

Great Northern's Latest Project to One of the Best of Opportunities to
Increase Water Storage
Advertise Your Business
\
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not be anticipated by any provision
of law-makers.
Upon the Minister
of the Interior and the Commission
er of Dominion Parkis devolves most
of the responsibility, but they in
turn are subject to the ministry. Con
sequently expansion of the park sys
tem is an ever-present 'task, which
administrative officials cannot fail to
perform without being held account
able to the public.

The work of construction of a
W e are receiving orders every day
huge dam at the head of Ripogenus
for advertising in our Sportsman’s
gorge on the west branch of the
15J and 16 p a g e s ............................. S1.5C per year
in
Canadian.! Mexican. Caban and Panama sub- Penobscot river, referred to a num S low number to be distributed
cription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription
New York February 20-27 at the
ber of times in 'the News, will be
k- cents extra.
“ old fashioned” Sportsman’s Show to
commenced as early in the com
fiatered os second class matter. January 21. ing spring as practicable.
This be held there.
Most of our orders have been re
19J9. at tlie postoffice at Phillips. Maine, unde
work is to be carried out by
the
tne Act of March 3,1879,
ceived from those who have patroni
Great Northern Paper Co., to in
zed this number in past years
in
crease the storage capacity of the
T im Mainel Woods thoroughly covers the entire
like editions, which show that they
water powers of northern Maine for
oi Maine as to Hunting. Trapping. Campqonisdder it a good medium for pub
at
«*g and Outing news, and the Franklin county the benefit of their great plants
licity.
cally.
Millinocket and East Millinocket and
Every hotel and camp man in
Maine Woods solicits communications and fiab
marks another step in the expendi
•nd game photographs from its readers.
Maine should be represented in this
•When ordering the address o
your paper ture of vast sums of money in Maine
number; you cannot afford not to be.
hanged, please give the old aa wed as new in the line of development of nat
Ii is predicted that the season of
ddresa.
ural resources.
The
preliminary
1915 will b© the banner year for
steps for the present
undertaking
business in Maine and you want to
T H U R S D A Y , J A N U A R Y 28, 1915.
have been in progress for years.
A concrete dam will be construct let the public know that you are
doing business and something about
ed to be several hundred feet in
W IN T E R F IS H IN G
! it.
length and about 50 feet high.
A
The following are the orders re
fine road has been built from Lily
“ Time is chasing us away
ceived to date and we have many
Bay to the head of the gorge for
T o our eternal home;
more assurances:
the hauling of supplies ar:d mater
Life is but a winter’s day,
ial, this being an elaborate under M ain e C e n t r a l R a ilro a d ,
A journey to the tomb.-'
taking of itself.
The
Coburn Sandy R i v e r & R c n g e le y L ak e s R a i l 
road,
Thus may the landlocked salmon, Steamboat Co. w ill have some large J. J. Pooler, F a l m o u th H o te l,
scows
built
capable
of
carrying
sev
the trout, tli,e togue and the other
They Capt. F. C. B a rk e r ,
appropriated fish sing within
the eral freight cars at a time.
will be 100 fee't long and 35 feet Po w e ll & C le m e n t,
outlying ponds and lakes near Ban
W i l l i a m N. G okey Shoe Co.,
Six automobile trucks will
gor; sing in chorus.
Fine fish have beam.
H. E. P ic k ford, P i c k f o r d ’s Camp s,
such a short season of protection haul material and supplies over the W i n c h e s t e r R e p e a tin g A r m s Co.,
road.
by law.
When close time does go
A t the salt© of the dam a large R o b e rt W a l k e r , T r o u t B rook Camps,
on at February 1 to natives of the
tract
of land has been cleared for W . A . Davis, K a t a h d in V i e w Camps,
State of Maine—and a resident of
storehouses,
quarters for the men, C. A. Cole, Mingo Sp rin g s H o te l and
Maine can catch all the trout in any
Camps,
There will be an immense area
pond or lake—what's tl e use to try etc.
L. L. Bean, F re e p o rt, M ain e .
flooded
when
the
dam
is
completed,
t j live—with the help of the game
wardens, when there w i’l be a per several sporting camp® being in the
fect horde of Hun fishermen out here tract.
The dam will be at the head of
after us all as soon as Candlemas
day removes half of one’s meat and the gorge, where there is a wooden
naif of one’s hay forever from cir crib dam used mainly in the driving
season.
culation.
Ripogenus lake, which is nearly
One may tell about
landlocked
three
miles long and a mile wide,
salmon which are 20 years old, and
still alive, down in Washington coun ■will be merged in one great lake,
ts , where trout are fed upon shred which will include Ohesuncook and
ded wild hares, caught in illegal Caribou lakes above and transform
snares; of course in
Washington all into, a sheet of water nearly 25
county—'the home of Game
Warden miles in length.
Chesuncook is 18 miles long where
George W . Ross.
But there are no
centenerian or ten-year-old fislhes in j the Great Northern Paper Co. has
The axe lias been raised over the
the lakes and ponds around Ban Jdeveloped by means of a timber heads of th© members of the com
|
dam
a
great
storage
of
water.
Engor.— Bangor News.
j gineers have estimated that to this mission on inland fisheries and game.
Democratic legislators have a plan to
“ There’s too much red tape around amount the dam will add from eight abolish the present commission out
!
to
ten
billion
cubic
feet,
and
with
here,” ’ remarked Chairman Austin of
storage right and to substitute tl eiefo r a
the commission of Inland Fish and i the company’s Twin lake
i
system,
which
has
already
been
de single commissioner, who would preGame Thursday afternoon between
: sumably be appointed by Gov. Cur
puffs of his pipe and pulling down veloped to its capacity of nearly 15 tis.
billion
cubic
fee't
for
there
will
be
shades in the House of Representa
Am act looking to the abolishment
I ample water, an even flow for the
tives.
of the commission is now being
mills
below.
“ Plow’s that,” he was asked.
i:
l framed and iit is understood that it
Hardy S. Ferguson, formerly a res
“ Wanted these shades pulled down
will appear within a few days. This
so as to darken the hall for Dr. ident of Bangor when he was con
act is the result of a re comm end aBishop’s lecture and motion picture nected with the Great Northern
j tion made by the special committee
show.
Asked one of the employes Paper Co.,, will be the engineer in
on salaries and fees which advised
to do it.
He looked at me and charge of the work.
I that one commissioner look after the
answered, ‘I ’ll tell Jim;
that’s his
Ripogenus gorge has for years bee work o f the department and that the
work, not mine.’
I ” m letting Jim famous to sportsmen and others, and
salary of this official be increased
escape and making sure tl ey’re down begins at the foot of Ripogenus lake.
$900, so that there would virtually be
by doing 'it myself.”
For the entire distance through a reduction of the expenses of the
the gorge the river is a raging tor j department and the abolishment of
It was felt by those who attend rent flowing through ledges from 50 the other two commissioners, one of
The ravine is so whom is the land agent.
ed the meeting of the Fish
and to 100 feet high.
Game association at Augusta
last “narrow in places that natural dam
Harry B. Austin is
at
present
week that this had been the best sites have been provided.
chairman of the commission and it
midwinter meeting it had ever held.
The river drops 214 feet through' would be a logical solution to have
The attendance had been larger, the the gorge and under natural condi him remain in office as a
single
number of distinguished visitors from tions there was a flow which would commissioner.
This could be done
other states had been greater and provide for a development of nearly by amending the proposed act.
It
the broadening of topics, the ampli 10,000 gross horse power. Under ful is thought that some such modificat
fication of the central thought of ly developed
If it is not
storage, which this ion will be suggested.
the association, which is the value dam will provide, the horse power agreed to, it is very evident that the
of fish and game not only commer capacity of the development will be measure would dide between the two
cially but physically and socially, had increased to upwards of 40,000.
houses.
been developed as never before.
pages ..................................... .
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MOVE TO ABOLISH
COMMISSION

Logical Solution to Retain Present
Chairman as Single
Commissioner

TRADED

W IF E

FOR

COON

DOG

I count it as a bit of rare good
fortune that professional duties call
ed me into the mountains, whi'e the
men and women there were
still
natural, the spinning wheel in use,
handsome rifles in service, good old
sorghum served in coffee, and cellluloitl collars and patent-leather shoes
unknown, writes Neil Robinson in
Coal Age.
There was always a cor
dial welcome for the stranger and
many a, time the head of the house
has called fnom the door of a cab
in. “ get off your horse and come in
and warm up—you know pore folks
have pore ways but w e’re glad to
see you.”
Once I came to the clearing of an

old settler who had been there “ fever
since it was a case of one
blaze
from home and two blazes fer home.’
The cabin was without a window
and as we sat by the log fire, our
light from the open door was cut off
by a tremendously large woman,
barefooted and smoking a pipe, who
stood on the step watching
some
kittens at play.
My local
guide
looked up in some surprise and said:
“ Why, Mr. Lotts, I did not realize
that your wife was so big— I thought
she was a thin woman.”
The old
man put his hfend to the side of this
mouth and said:
“ Smith, I reckon
you’rh thinkin’ o f 'the t ’other one.
That ’un was a powerful worker, but
she was thin es a fence rail, but
you know I traded her ’n a rifle for
this ’un an’ a coon dog— an’ I jes
wish you could see that coon dog.”

C A N A D A ’S N A T I O N A L

PARKS.

There are 10 national parks
in
,the Dominion of Canada, with some
thing more than 5,000,000 acres of
territory to be maintained forever j
for the “ benefit, enjoyment and ad
vantage of the people.”
In due
time more of the mountain, lake, and
forest wealth will be acquired
by
the Commission of Dominion Parks
under the general administration of
t ie Departmnet of the Interior. For
in entering on this plan of reserva
tion of scenic resources for public
uses the DomiAion confined its sta
tutory action to an enabling act lay
ing down 'the general policy to be I
followed.
Parliament wisely dele- j
gated to the cabinet power to pass |
upon practical details which
could

AQUARIUM FOR
STATE HOUSE
A
real aquarium in the State
House, one that will show the game
fish of Maine, swimming around i*
their own element is planned by the
commissioners of inland fisheries and
game.
That the commission would like U
have a big tank o f water in the
nftuseum of natural history in the
State House was made known this
afternoon when the first hearing of
the session was held.
This was lyefore the committee on fish and game.
Harry B. Austin, chairman of the
commission, presented his plan to the
members of the committee and they
will afterwards submit the proposi
tion to the legislators, who, it, in
hoped by the commission, will ap
prove it.
The plane for the aquar
ium show that the structure would
be of concrete and glass and that
water for the tanks would be piped
eqt jo ruaJ eqij uj Sciiuds « utojj
State House.

Canada frankly admits that the im
pulse for this conservation
move
ment came from the United States.
But in so swiftly developing its own
system of administration and in giv
ing its responsible officials such lat
itude and such power of initiative,
the Dominion has taugh't the United
States something. Secretatry Frank
lin K. Lane of the Interior Depart
ment office in Washington has grap
pled, however, with the national park
problem in a commendable fashion,
and if he has his way there will be,
without doubt, other betterments of
the service.
Not the least promis
ing of all factors shaping future ex
pansion of the United States nat
ional park system is the
pledged
future support of the women.
To
the aid o f the American Civic As- *1
Gives Novpl Reason.
sociation as a national parks prop
The principal of a girl’s school at
agandist organ has come the Gen-j
New York has received from the moth
eral Federation of Women’s Clubs, j er of one pupil a novel reason for wish
Persons who know what usually re-j ing her daughter excused from French
suits when this organization
gets j conversation during meals. The ex
back of and under a civic betterment cuse was accompanied by a doctor’s
cause are predicting that Secretary j certificate to the effect that the men
tal effort of concentrating her thoughts
Lane will have less difficulty with on French exercises while eating in
Congress in the future when plans terfered with the proper function ol
the young lady’s digestive organs, and
for national park service are being
If persisted in was bound eventually
passed upon.
to impair her health. As yet the other
pupils have not learned the cause of
their classmate’s exemptions from
French chatter at the table. If they
S U B S C R IB E
N O W FOR
M A IN E
do find out it is feared that doctor’s
certificates will become epidemic.
WOODS.
$1.00 A Y E A R .
%

Sportsman’s Show
Edition
ITH THE PUBLICATION
of our big Sportsman’s
Show Number in February,
we are offering to Hotel and
Camp Proprietors, the best chance
they have had for years of get
ting their hotels and camps be
fore the sportsmen of America.
This is not a theory, but a proven
fact.
Those who advertised in our
former editions, the last of which
was published in 1910, know this
and we want the opportunity of
proving it to the rest.
Advertising forms close the
14th of February. Rates on ap
plication.
M A IN E W O O D S
P H IL L IP S , ME.

M A IN E

CLASSIFIED
i)B« cant u word in advanco.
No headline or
iitber dssplay. Subjects in a, b. e. order

fOR SALE— Edison Dictating
(hin«. In first close condition,
inire at Maine Woods office.

IN TURNING CORNERS

WOODS, P H I L L I P S ,

M A IN 1, J A N U A R Y 28, 1915.

WITH BARKER
AT “THE BIRCHES”

W H E R E M O T O R IS T SH O U LD E X E R 

ma
in-

C IS E

MUCH

CARE.
(Continued from last w e e k ) .

S t a tis tic s S h o w T h a t M a j o r i t y of Acci

FOR SALE —Tw o handsome
thor
den ts O c c u r a t T u r n s and Bends
oughbred, rose combed white W yan
of t h e Road.
dotte cockerels, weighing nine and
ten pounds.
W ill make price right.
The motorist who has safely round
ed the bend in the road with which he
L C. Phillip®.
Phillips, R. F . D.
is very familiar a hundred times is
|-------------------------------------------------------- apt to think the next experience will
WANTED—A caipaible,
trustworthy be as free from danger as the others
boy or an elderly mam to do chores. have been and that there will be no
Five head of cattle and horses. A obstruction. But, sooner or later, the
good job for the right party. Albert unexpected happens when nothing
save great skill and alertness will
E. Kempton,
Phillips,
Farm ers’
avert a bad accident. And while it is
’phone.
true that in every instance and at all
*------------------------------------------------ -------- - times a motorist upon the road is de
pendent not only on his own actions
PRICE of shovel handle blocks, but on the actions of others, this is
winter and spring 1915, X X blocks, especially true of corners.
The conservative driver never takes
$4 cents; X block®, 60 cents; No. 3
blocks, 24 cents per dozen.
Ames a right-handed corner at anything ap
Siovel & T ool Co., D. G. Bean proaching a fast speed, and he always
treats a curve of any kind as if there
igent, Bingham, Me.
might be an obstruction of some kind
r ----------------------------------------------- at an awkward point just out of sight.
•iu»f He approaches the corner at a speed
-joqooiu jsuieSn eouejnsui ub 9 A0 Jd which will enable him to pull up be
isiu sj99A\s jo; ssaupuoj jeqj :ss3 u fore the center is reached.
n aja.w it jj su ji jnoqu
The best method of taking a corner
«q jou pfnoqs Aptreo jo pnoj si oqAA is more easily demonstrated on the
oosjad 9qj mqi eq oj suioas ituoui eqj, road than in writing, but the rule of
loqooiu joj 3 u ia b j j aqj 3 u ia o iu 9j ut jfj reducing the sharpness of the turns as
-oSjbi a’joa sd[oq .ieiins jo aoqduinsaoo much as possible by going wide on the
jpq! mqi spay pun ..*qjooj }99ays„ b outside of the approaching and the
dO[9A3p oj uiaqi saSejuooua aq sjuajj leaving should never be forgotten.
-Bd DnoqoojB siq Sujano hi ‘ajojoaaqj, ! Another point which should be re
•jBSns joj poon iBot3o|ots.{qd anill sj membered about Corners is that the
ejdqj iBqj stuajs.v's Jioqj .Cq pazniin most dangerous are not necessarily
os jjbU uj sj [oqoDjB juqj si sjqj joj those which are most acute, and so
nosBaj aqj jBqj spuajuoD pun ‘.TB3ns those that are often called “ very bad’’
jo /Cputto JB3 iuop;9s sjaquup ^ABaq corners— that is, bad from the acute
}*m ino sjuiod oh
loqooiB oj saoj ness of the corner—are not really
6a{JD9J7-» jsoui oqj jo auo sh jfpuuo dn the most dangerous because an abrupt
spioq ,,‘ssausnOAjaM pan a'j j o w , ‘ijooq right-hand turn compels traffic to slow
•PI uj ’jaipBg g uib tHIM Ja i^qj down for reasons other than those con
#1 oa 0 ) S u h s 9J9}U{ si ;i ‘.\pano jsnre3B nected with the chances of meeting
paojpnfojd 9jb suosjod a u b iu sy
oncoming vehicles.
•ajno |oqooiv ub XpuBQ
Most accidents occur at corners
which are neither very acute nor other
wise extreme, for a gradual turn al
lows unimpeded vision some distance
ahead, whereas a very acute corner
compels moderation in speed.
Alive, unhurt, all kinds,, old or young. Also
-t----------------------mink, marten and fisher.
Will handle above

i

‘The heights by great men reached
and kept,
W ere not attained by sudden flight;
But they, while their.
com pan ions
slept,
Were toiling upward through the
night.’ ”

Cat. Barker lias a wider acquain
And then we passed near Indian
tance
among visitors to the lake re
Rock, where the Kennefrago
river
aaid Rangeley stream meet and min- gion than any other man in that
g'e their waters!,. and on whose banks section as practically every person
many a council has been held in the going or coming is conveyed by one
It
old Indian days.
Here was the bur- or the other of his steamers.
is
doubtful
if
any
pilot
house
in
la1 ground of an Abnaki tribe and
now and then stone implements from New England has entertained more
as
their graves are secured.
Several distinguished guests than his,
fine ©aimpies of the ston,e age have every tourist is anxious to get in
the
been found at this point and a sys where the captain ils holding
wheel.
Francis
Parkman,
the
his
tematic search would doubtless re
veal many more, as it was the cus torian, has stood by his side on
tom of ^he Indians to bury their many a trip and listened to his de
Finally
tomahawks and scalping-knives with scription of Maine scenery.
at
tile dead.
This point is now own the captain built a log cabin
Bemis
expressly
for
Parkman,
but
ed by the exclusive Oquossoc Angl
ing Club and here is one of the the great author was overtaken by
best fishing grounds on the lake.1 the grim messenger before be could
Capt. Barker
Farther away and near the base of enjoy its comforts.
Bald Mountain are many camps recalls him as one of the most gen
where wealthy sportsmen from Maes a ial and pleasant of men.

t

1915
N E W Y O R K 'S

Original Annual

SPORTSMAN’S
SHOW
T W E N T IE T H

YEAR

Feb. 20th to 27th,
Inclusive

Grand Central
Palace
N E W Y O R K C IT Y

J. H. H. DRESSEL, Gen. Manager
Outdoor Trap Shooting
Tournament on Grand
Central Palace Roof.
Fly Casting Contest

Another guest at the old Bemis
camps was Gov. W illiam E. Russell
A fter the cam
A brief call was made at The of Massachusetts.
Barker, and there the writer found paign which resulted in his election,
Hairry Dunn of Lewiston occupying he came up to the lakes and told Sportsmen's Equipment and
a position as one of the clerks. This Barker to hide him somewhere in Resorts represented in E x
is a fine spot and the 80 guests who the woods where the politicians could
hibits.
were there at the time were enjoy not reach him and where he could
not see any more placards labelled
ing the visit to the limit.
“ Welcome, Governor Russell.” Bark
er tucked him safely away and then,
to play a gentle joke on his distin
Once more we were away and the
guished guest, he got out his paint
I staunch
little ora,ft was plowing
pot and on a board
painted the
“SPECTER” SHE HAD IN MIND
! through wind and wave for the last
words— “ Welcome,
Governor Rus
; part of the journey by water. Once
sell.”
He then got a guide to take Judging From H e r Own Experience,
again Capt. Barker became remimisit a few miles into the woods and
Child T ho ug ht T h a t W ould
I cent and among other things said:
hang it on an old lumbering camip.
Frighten Anybody.
“ I,h ave owned several of th© best
On the first hunting trip the cap
|boats on these lakes
The OquosIt was the yearly inspection of the
tain took him to this place.
The
sac was my first venture in that
guide had been instructed to enter school, and the inspector, a tall, thin,
line and then came the M.etalluk and
the camp from the rear so as to wizen-faced gentleman, was question
ing on the meanings of words con
:tlie Molly-Locket.
Since
then
I
leave no tracks in the snow and the
tained in the reading lesson.
j have built the Oozassoc and
purjob had been skilfully done. When
“ ‘The specter from behind him
! chased the William P. Frye, and now
the governor reached the camp on rose,’ ” quoted he. Turning his eyes
have added the Florence E. Barker, j
snowshoes the first sight that met upon a girl in the front desk, he
This last one is the largest in the his ©yes was this sign hanging high asked:
W a r n i n g Device fo r Auto.
named animals at all times of year. W rite oi
wire wl at you have to offer, statin* lowest
“ What is the meaning of ‘specter?’ ”
A mechanism for indicating to the lot, being 65 feet long and very pow above the door.
No on.e apprec
price. Fur farmers wanting stock shoald write
She is named after my little
th e little girl’s face paled as she
driver
of a following automobile which erful.
me for prices and information before buying.
iated the humor of the thing more
M. F. STEVENS.
daughter.
The old Metailluk was a
rose.
way
the
car
ahead
is
to
turn
has
been
Dover, Maine
than the Massachusetts
executive,
“ Please, sir, I don’t know,” she ad
placed on the E dish market recently. fine boat and in her I have carried
TeL 64.15
but he pronounced sentence on the mitted, shamefacedly.
The device, is of course, attached some of the most distinguished men
captain by farcing him to clamber
“ Just think, girl,” he said. “ The
to the rear of the car, and provides in the nation.
John D. Long used up on the roof and take the sign
man was dreadfully frightened, and
WE G U A R A N T E E TO IN C R E A S E : four illuminating spaces besides the
YOUR CATCH GF R A W FU R b IF regulation lamp. Located on the steer to sail with me often and he always down.
the ‘specter rose behind him’ and
A fter
OUR BAITS ARE USED. With each ing wheel are two switches, each of stayed in the pilot house.
It would be easy to write a vol frightened him stiil more.”
bottle we give a written guarantee,
She wa sighing to say something, but
which operates an electric lamp on the wards he told me that his experience ume on the adventures and expe
and if not satisfied your money will be
i with me was what made him secre riences of Cap. Fred Barker.
In stopped
returned.
We must please you or lose appropriate side of the device, and
“ Come on, girl,” said the inspector,
the pressure of a thumb on one tary of the navy.
money.
fact, the writer had sort of planned
“ speak out. Don’t be frightened I’m
switch
turns
on
the
current
in
the
“
I
well
remember
my
first
meet
5000 BOTTLES H A V E A L R E A D Y 1
to extract enough data from him on
He was with j tlii.s trip to do this,, but just as the not going to eat you. Now. what , is
BEEN SOLD A N D NOT ONE T R A P  corresponding space at the rear of ing with Gov. Long.
this specter that usually frightens
the
car.
These
spaces
are
of
ground
PER HAS A SK ED FOR HIS M O N EY
Capt. Andy Smith, who ran
thie I Governor Russell story wa© finished,
people?”
BACK.
________
glass and have a white arrow on a Welokennebacook
on
Richardson the captain stepped from the pilot
He’ waited in silence. Then the lit
red background, the illumination thus
A N IM A L A TTR A C TO R
Lake.
Smith was a genius in his house and shouted— “ A ll ashore for tle girl, suddenly bracing herself up,
showing
which
way
the
driver
intends
will lure ail flesh eating animals such as
way and always wore an old red hat Haines Landing!” — L. C. Bateman in answered:
the raccoon, mink, skunk, cive*-, erm to turn.
hooks Le’wiston Journal.
“ The school ’spector, sir.”
The “ slow” signal appears when with the top filled with fly
ine, wolf, fox, lynx, opossum, martin,
etc. Price (100-150 sets) $1.00 postpaid. ever the clutch is thrown out or the that had been given him by admir
It was at the Upper
foot brake is set; the “ stop” signal ing friends.
M USKRAT ATTRAC TO R
For luring muskrats only. Price (100- shows when the emergency brake is Dam that I met them and Capt. Andy
applied.— Philadelphia Record.
150sets) $1.00 postpaid.
stepped me and said:
B E AVE R A T T R A C T O R
“ ‘Now Fred, I am going to in
Saving All th e Oil.
For luring beaver only. Price (100-150
troduce you to a real live governor.
It has remained for the motor car
sets) $1.00 postpaid.
He is none of your thin-skinned,
industry to take a lesson from the cow
T R A IL SCENT
shoddy kind, but genuine oak and
and
her
rural
owner.
For making trails to and from sets.
j
copper fastened— this is John
D.
As
nearly
every
person
knows,
the
Very powerful odor.
Economical to
And the grip that be gave
use. ,Price $1.00 postpaid.
farmer has a separator to take the Long.’
Conducts a first class job printing department
me was convincing evidence
that:
3Bottles $2.50
6 Bottles $5.00 cream from the milk.
Here is the way the automobile in Capt. Andy lias described him cor
DON’T W A S T E Y O U R T IM E A N D
MONEY W IT H BAITS T H A T M A Y dustry has taken a lesson from the rectly.
which specializes on Camp and Hotel work
OR, MAY NO T BE GOOD. U SE A T  farmer and his cream separator:
“ Senator Wm. P. Frye was another
TRACTORS A N D BE SURE OF RE
In every big factory hundreds of gal
man that I always liked to see on
SULTS-AN IN CRE ASED CATCH.
lons of oil are used while various parts
my
boat.
His camp was but a
of the motor car are being drilled.
The oil streams over the tool as it short distance from here and no
bores through the metal, aiding in the better fisherman than he ever cast
a fly. *1 rememi red of running my
work and keeping the metal cool.
m
----------------------- --------Consequently much oil sticks to the boat up t.o his wharf one day wilt1)
metal shavings ai ' dust.
some visitors who wished to see
A t many motor car plants the shav him.
The senator was sitting on a
ings are scooped into, the “ cream sep
rock fishing when we landed and
arator." The oil is separated from the
one of my passengers asked me to
metal and used again, effecting a big
introduce him.
This I did and the
j saving during a year.
passenger
held
out
his hand
and
i
added that he was. a high official
T i r e No L ig h t n in g Pr otecto r.
William F. N y e s the great
There is no reason to believe that and the editor of a paper. Without
est authority on refined oils in the ! any protection is afforded against changing his countenance the sena §
We design and print Books, Leaflets Folders,
i lightning by the rubber tires on the
Ah,! I am simipOy a
world. H e was the first bottler; has i ground. If a bolt of lightning is head tor replied:
©
fisherman! ’
the largest business and N Y O I L
ed for the car the rubber tires wfll
“ On another occasion Mr. Frye | etc., and would be pleased to furnish samples,
|
never
stop
it.
As
far
as
rubber
tires
is the best oil he has ever made.
9
was
on my boat when we ran into ©
| being an electric conductor is con«
N Y O IL
As
Superintendent • dummies and prices on request.
! cerned, if you will stand on the ground Indian Rock.
J and touch the ungrounded magneto Packard came down to meet us he ©
HAS NO EQ U AL.
Q
electrode the shock you will receive said in a doleful tone: ‘I have lost
Beware of scented mixtures called
w
ill
readily
convince
you
that
the
cur
my cook! * ‘W ell,’ said Frye, ‘what
oil. Use N Y O IL on everything
8
=
=
=
=
=
9
rent from the magneto has no dif
where a light oil is needed. It pre
ar you going to do?’
‘Cook my
&
ficulty
in
passing
from
the
frame
of
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
O
self,’
repilied
Packard.
«
the car to the ground through tires
tion.
“
‘That
may
do,'
remarked
the
sen
Sportsmen, 'use it liberally on
and then through your body and back
9
your firearms and your rod. You will | to the framework again.
ator, ‘but I fear that you will! be
9
find it by far the best. Hardware and
mighty tough eatin g!’
9
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
9
“ Another visitor at my camps at
T H E S P O R T S M A N 'S S H O W E D I
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
9
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
T I O N O F F E R S T H E B E S T C H A N C E Rem is was Nelson Dingley, and we
when he
E V E R T O T H E H O T E L A N D C A M P all felt a personal loss
W M . F. N Y E ,
No truer words were ever
P R O P R I E T O R S O F T H E S T A T E T O died.
New Bedford,i[Mass.
A D V E R T I S E F O R T H E I R S U M M E R spoken of him than the Hines quot
99999999999999999999999 • • • • • • • • • m i
ed at his funeral:

FOXES W A N T E D

ebusetts and New York come
their summer and fall outing.

for

General Admission, 50c

|

MAINE WOODS

::

Aaimal Attractor Company,
Stanwood, Iowa, Box M.
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BOSTON POST
MAN IN MAINE

and all in a leap so anxious was I necessary. W e went across tb,e sec
to Siee his handiwork.
“ I cainnot ond pend without misihop and after
find him,” says' I “ where in tlbe a grilling walk, reached our camjp,
d,euc,e is he?”
“ W ell, I saw him wbiich wasi most centadiniy, a very
fall anyway and I aimed for his welcome sight.
W e w.ene heartily welcomed by the
heart too.”
Upon going a
few
Roy Atkinson, reporter on He Bosstep® farther I came upon a nice “ Old man” and the others who were
ton Posit, and one time editor of
six-point buck being shot through the there.
He declared upon. Heaving camp Main,e Woods, made a flying trip to
heart.
Maine last wteek and a short visit to
I set out at once to remove Ms. after slbcoting two bucks., and Hal
his
mother in Farmington.
entrails and we then dragged him two does, 'that he certainly could say
Mr. Atkinson has been on the
that
he
had
bqe®
in
the
wilderness
toward the road, where, a
short
reportoriai
staff
of
the Boston
distance from it, we hung the deer of Maine, and truthfully he can for
paper
for
several
years
and
is put on
that is where we ape and what we*
up.
many important assignments.
He
1 then said, “ Now ofld man I kept love.
-is
a
most
genial
fellow
to
meet,
a
nd
1 must say in conclusion
that
my word and you have got a deer, sc
has
a
peculiar
knack
of
“
worming”
“
Our
Robby,’’
although
a
perfect
we had better go to camp.”
“ Not
-and a story out of a fellow whetho* he
on your life,” said Bdb.
“ It
is i pessimist, is cine of tlie finest
only one o’clock and I am going to whitest felllwsil over met and I sin wants to telili it or not., hud we have
get another big one before I leave cerely hope to know him. even better never noticed that it lost anything
in the writing.
His articles are
the woods.”
I consented to spend than I do now.
very
readable
and
be
gets in all the
J.
E.
Rack
ley.
til© afternoon hunting for another,
points, and a “ little more” just to
so off w e went.
W e had‘ not wadike l more than a quarter o f a mile H O W T O . M A K E B I R D S L I K E N E W be sure that the readers ge their
money’s worth.
when we came upon another track
E
N
G
L
A
N
D
.
way from him in the big woods of
“ Shall we get him Bob?” says I.” very similar to the first. Such an
Maine be is lost and is never 'to see “ Do you think we can, Earle?” “ Sure* ardent desire did Bob have to ge’t
home and wifey again.
we can.
Now you take his track this, second buck that he started on
P l a n t Shrubs to P ro v id e Food
Upon 'leaving camp the four of us and I will go over to*tlie left and its tracks almost forgetting m,e and
S h e lte rs T h a t W i l l F u rn is h
lost.
took tlie train to the Chain of Pond’s cut down through, as. the deer here the great danger of getting
“ Don’t you But then, I made up my mind to
tote road, thence to wilia't is known all swing that way.”
T h e m Homes.
in these parts, as the hay road. get out of my sight or I shall be stand by Mm alti! ough my pants had
tlie
About two-thirds of the way up this certain to get lost,” said Robby. 1 been nearly 'torn off me by
Attraction of birds in Nefw England
One o f the handsomest calendars
road. Ted and Hal left us to go on tunned, after assuring him that I bushes and I was soaked through. Cn
and other States o-f the Northeastern that have oome to the Editor’s desk
and
on
we
went
until
we
noticed
it
would
not
go
far,
and,
after
going
the track of a big buck, so Robby
section of the United States, by the 'this year is that gotten out by E.
and myself continued on for about some distance down the road, turn was getting dark and, tlie brave Rob
planting o f fruit-hearing Shrubs and H. Grose, proprietor of Hotel Blan
by
of
a
few
minutes
before,
turned
determined to
five hundred yards where we saw ed into tiie woods
it is a woodsy
allthough, trees and erecting mutable bird chard, Stratton.
that three deer had but
recently head Mr. Buck off if lie undertook into a frightened child,
scene
of
gurgling
waters, (undoubt
shelters,
is
the
subject
of
a
new
I had not gone in reality, he was 38 years o ld "
crossed the road.
W e decided to to go to the left.
farmers’ bulletin issued by
the edly
some
of
thie
Dead River
more
than
50
yards
when
I
heard
follow 'them and, if possible, make
“ We must return to camp at onc,e
United States Department cf Agri- streams) and bordered with trees,
The echo had not Earle, do you know the way?” “Yes,
this day a very profitable one by A rt’s rifle crack.
culure.
Tire work relates particu and is done in sepia,.
The dark
got old boy, but w e’ll never see camp
landing all threeHigh aspiration., died out when he yelled, “ I
larly to the communities along and background is shown up
prettily
I asked him where it was to-night.” He then desired to know
but alas! W e were destined to dis him.”
near the rocky New England coast.
through
the
scroll
work
on
the
front
appointment as, after a long, hard a: the same time clearing wind falls what in the world we were going to
Consider ahile
experimenting has sheet.
The style is new to us anc
do, and I informed him that about
been done in this1 State under the it is certainly most attractive, -if
a mile from where we then were
advice of Mr. Furbuslh in the matter
was a set of camps and that we
of the proper kind of bird bouse,
T H E S P O R T S M A N ’S ' S H O W EH!
would go to them.
“ I don’t think
protection, feeding arrangements and
T I O N O F F E R S T H E B E S T CHANCE
there are any camps there,”
said
the attraction and
preservation of
E V E R T O T H E H O T E L A N D CAMP
he.
W ell then we can spend tlie
birds.
Mr. Furbush, has written n
P R O P R I E T O R S O F T H E S T A T E TO
n1igh.it out, I polite’y informed him.
book covering these phases of agri
A D V E R T I S E F O R T HJE IR SUMMER
He at once pleaded with, me not to
culture and outdoor life, which is G U E S T S .
say that or lie would die.’ W e then
issued praeticaQPy at cost by
the
set out for the camps which I had
State Board of Agriculture.
spoken of, and, after walking the i
Tlie juniper is one of the shrubs
longest mile in the experience
of
Designed by an old experienced trapper, upon true scientific principles.
most highly recommended by
the
Contains compartment for live bait.
All working parts inside of trap.
either cf ns, we both were
very
government bulletin for
the
New
The trip action is adjustable to any desired tension.
tired, we came to a lake, and, upen
England bird lover to use in attract
G A T G tt ’ EM A L IV E A N D M A K E M O R E M O N E Y
looking across, we saw the camps on
ing his feathered friends. Then the
the farther shore.
Obtaining -a
following are given: Common
bur
long pole, I went ahead and sounded
berry, English thorn, hybrid
crabthe ice about every 15 feet until we
apple, European and American moun
reached tlie opposite si1ore
weary
tain ashes, smooth' and
staghorn
and worn out.
sumacs, privets, buckthorn anil redUpon entering the camps we pro- berried eider.
Ed Grant, B eav er Pond Camp*
•
N e w reading matter, interesting.
ceeded at once to build a fire and
Mr. Furbush explains
that
this
The first edition was exhausted much soobm
t a get suippper from the generous juniper is the Virginia or red ojedcr . than we expected ard the papular demand <u
30
great for a record edition lhat we publish^
supply of food stuffs, so thoughtful
and that there is also the ground an enlarged and improved ecition to be sold b
mail (postpaid) at the low price named.
ly left there by the owner,*and with juniper.
They bear berries
the
Twelve certs.postpaid. Stamps accepted, t
the deer liver which we bad brought birds like and liav,e such thick grow 1
J W. B R A C K E TT CO.,
with us. A fter supper I went through ! that they form
protection in the
Phillips, Me.
ti e process o f drying my Clio!the® and I winter.
while I was doing this, Bob
was
Tl ie European end American moun
scribbling his wife a lengthy letter tain ash, according to Mr. Furbush,
M A PS OF M A IN E
on the day’s adventures and to in are best for the winter and the
form her that lie never expected to birds feed on the seed of the sumac
RESORTS A N D ROADS
get out of that place and back tc when they cam obtain Little efts©.
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
civilization again.
A fter finishing
He adds in the list the rad-berried for maps of the fishing regions of tbe
that epistle he began to bother me
elder as one cf the best because it state, etc. W e can furnith the follow
with his pessimistic ideas o.f being comes so' early, and for that reason ing maps:
Franklin County
$ .50
lost and never finding camp so to
he includes the shad bush. The latter Somerset County
.50
ease his worried mind, I went to
.50
is like the high blue berry and is Oxford County
t! e' phone which, fortunately
was sometimes called the Juneberry. Tt PLcalaquis County
.50
Aroostook County
.50
ins tailed in the camp, and called our
fruits in June, does well in New Eng Washington County
.50
good friend, “ Skipper” and told him '
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
land and the birds are fond of it.
where we were and that we
should
The bayberry is another recom Geological map of Maine
.35
R. R. map of Maine
leave in the morning for our own mendation by Mr. Furibukh.
He de Androscoggin County
.35
camp.
A fter this w.e prepared for scribes it as one of the
greatest Cumberland County
.35
bed.
.50
favorites cf the birds. It furnishes Hancock County
.35
Upon disrobing and crawling
in, fruit all winter for the birds, which Kennebec County
.35
Knox County
I found that my companion
had clean up the berries completely. Ti e Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.35
grtten into bed with all his Clothes mulberry is also proposed as one of Penobscot County
.50
.35
on, even to the watch in « hi® vest the best for attracting the
birdsu Waldo County
.35
pocket. ^ I, after much coaxing, in It fruits all through the season and York County
fluenced him to put Inis watch in a the birds prefer it to the cherry.
J. W B R A C K E T T CO.,
place' where it would be less liable The new American mulberry does
to get broken.
And then, to my well here in his opinion.
For the
Phillips, __
Maine.
surprise, he insisted on having his fall and winter the black alder, which
rifle by his side in case a bear or hears bright red berries that hang
wild cat should enter during onr on all winter, is strongly favored.
wake’-ess moments.
Mr. Furbush lias found in the mat
After a good night’® sleep we arose ter of bird boxes that the plain box
and at- once got breakfast, washed made in this country for 15 to 50
G. YV. PICKEL,
the dishes, filled the woodbrx
and cents is much, more successful when
T A X ID E R M IS T
genera 1Hy tidied the camp. W e then placed on a long smooth pole than
Dealer in Sporting Goods. Fishing Tackle
started for our woodland
heme. the imported varieties made from Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.
RANGE LEY.
.
MAIN*
Crossing the first of two ponds, that sections of trees.
it was necessary to go ov,er, I went
The
government publication con
through the ice four times which tinues with a list of plants for sand,
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
made me quite shaky about crossing such as the beach grass and sun
They are made for
the other.
After cro-sihg the first flower for the seed eaters and t ie
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
we reached the second without even! bayberry, siea buckthorn, and cherry,
Known the world over for excel
except Bob’s pessimism, which was beach plum, cranberry and bearber-y
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
uppermost at all •'times.
He then for the fruit eaters.
M. L. GETCHELL CO.,
balked altogether and insisted that
Male*
The bulletin recommends planting Monmouth,
we were going the wrong way nud the wild varieties of fruit adjacent to
was hound to re'tunn to the
firs' the cultivated varieties as a pro
R A W FURS WANTED
pond.
In this, he was firm so I tection to the latter.
If wild straw
. wont with F-fim.
Upon reaching berries are grown near tlve cultivated Direct from the trapper Highest mar
that pond lue deckled .that we must beds in the same garden the fbrmier ket prices with good liberal sort. Goeda
have boon right in the first place, will ripen at the sarnie time and the held separate and all charges paid.
so we retraced our slteps,
having birds w ill ea't the wild fruit in pre
walked two mi'es farther than was ference to the othter.
walk through swamps, and over a
high ridge in twenty inches of snow,
the dear little things foolled us en
tirely.
A ll the time we were follow 
ing those wily creatures Robby was
certain that we were lost and should
never
reach camp again.
When lie
WhHe Cap Pond, Jan. 1915.
was not whispering, “ Do you knew
T o t h e E d ito r of Main,® Woods.
where we are?” he was almost chok
Tdie party consisted of four on ing to death trying to hold back a
this memorable day.
W,e divided cough as Bob certainly bad contrac
into pairs', Hal Smith of Gardiner ted a bad cold before leaving home.
being guided by Ted Drake, while I
Upon discovering we bad
been
undertook to keep the great,
but
excitable Art Robinson, also from tricked we concluded, as would be
Gardiner, under controll. X say under natural, to abandon our search for
and
control because I had promised him those w.e had been following
So, working out
at breakfast, that lie would certain look fo r others.
ly got a deter if he went with me, of the swamps we came upon an old
and he could think of nothing else road and started to walk down this
but running down all th© deer in when, we noticed a fresh buck track
and, at the same glance, we saw that
the Seven Pond® township.
To begin with., Robby is the crack (we had just scared him away as he
wing-shot of Kennebec county, but was getting over tlie ground 20 feet
if you move more than ten feet aj- to the jum)p.

HUNTING AT
SEVEN PONDS

GROSE GETS OUT
A BEAUT

LIVE ANIMAL TRAP ™:k“

xs.trap“ the

TR A PPER S SU PPLY COMPANY
B O X W , O H K P A R K , IL L .

FAMOUS
BACKWOODS
FAIRY TALES

Are You Coming

To Maine This Summer
Many more are dom
ing this year than ever
before.
Our Information Bur
eau tells you where to
go and how to get there
absolutely free of charge.
Write today and make
sure of accommodations.

Maine Information Bureau
Phillips - Maine

1.00

TAXIDERMISTS

A. J. Hopkins, Hornerstewn, N. J.
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facturers.
Also, be it known, that
their only object as W esty Hogans
is to promote the welfare of the
cleanest and most wholesome outdoor
recreation there is.
They are en
tirely unSelfishih in this and mercen
ary motives ar,e beneath them.
It
is a cardinal principle of the Westy
Hogan® that no “ Shop talk” shall
be indulged in at their annu/ail tour
naments, and this rule is strictly
adhered to.
The .first tournament was a grati
Fresh tobacco in the Sickle Plug- or dried up particles
fying success and- a personal tri
of sliced or granulated tobacco ? R ea l tobacco flavor de
umph for the men who
shouldered
pends upon the le a f being preserved in its natural state, pos
the responsibility for undertaking the
sible only by pressing the leaves into plug form and keeping it
venture.
Also, it forecasted
the
inby covering it w ith a natural lea f wrapper. T h e natural fla future success of the W esty Hog:
vor and strength o f tobacco escape w hen cut or granulated.
tournaments.
Sixty-three different
shooters
tcok
part
in the
several
Take a P lu g o f Sickle that is even thoroughly dried out
event® of the first tournament, and,
so that when you w hittle it o ff it crumbles into dust, but it
al1 things considered, this
was a
will bum and smoke smooth and cool as it has all o f its orig
good attendance.
When the tour
inal tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in P lu g Form.
nament was over the W esty Hogans'
W h ittlin g a pipeful is little trouble, amply repaid
realized that in providing the novel
in both quality and quantity. T r y this experiment and ty o f shooting from an ocean pier
they had introduced something* new
judge for yourself.
and attractive in trapshooting, and
from that time until the next shoot
was held all the sihooters who took
part in the first tournament were
talking about it.
The result was
that at the next tournament in 1908
there were 104 entries.
In
1909,
178 different shooters
participated
and in 1910, 233.
The high waiter
mark in attendance was reached in
the following year, 1911, with
309
'entries, and there is1no telling what
it would have been in the following
year if tine Hogans had not been
deprived of the use of the pier
through its destruction by fire
in
1the winter of 1911.
A t this period in their career the
j W esty Hogans were confronted with
the problem of securing another eq
ually attractive place to hold their
tournaments,
Much to their
dis
may, and. doubtless to the disappoint
ment of their friends', it was found
Morris
impossible to secure another pier avaiiabile for trapshooting.
Convinc
ed that it would he a mistake to
take the shoot away from Atlantic
Livermore Falls, Jan. 21, 1915.
I f there is any singly., factor that City, the Hogans found a suitable,
has proved more effective than any but perhaps less attractive, location
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
other in developing the popularity of in the suburbs of Atlantic City and
The militia or Hi,t or Miss R ifle the gr,©at siport of trapshooting in
since then their Shoots have been
clubs are shooting in the
armory this country, it is the stimulating in held in Venice Park, an ideal Shoot this •winter with a 22-calibre rifle 50 fluence given to tine sport by that i ing ground.
Three
tournaments,
feet, and are making some very good unique organization, The Westy Ho
those of 1912, 1913 and 1914, have
scores on both, sides.
Th ey
will gams' of America, whose annual trap been held there, and while the at
riioot for a supper soon.
shooting
tournament
in
Atlantic tendance, for obvious reason®, has
H. W. Morris, electrician of Jay, City, N. J., is now looked upon in not been as large as i!t undoubtedly
k an expert checker player.
He sporting circles as’ an event of nat would have been on Young’s Pier,
took his first lesson, of S. S. Lock- ional importance and justly takes the Westy Hogans shoot continues
lin, and later went to Boston and rank with other sporting events of to be as popular as ever.
The at
Joined the checker club there, while national character.
tendance jumped from 230 in 1913
attending an electrical school, and
to 264 this year, and it is' doubtful
defeating and holding his own with
|if a better pleased party of trapsome of the best players.
; shooters than those who participated
Re lately played Mr. Locklin six
in this last tournament could be
games, drawing five of them, and
j found anywhere.
Mr. Locklin winning one game. Mr.
The rise of the Westy Hogan® has
Locklin thinks he wild improve and
j been truly noteworthy. Th ey’ are a
make the champion of the State.
j credit to the “ game,” and all out|door, sport-loving enthusiasts who
W A T C H F O R T H E B IG S P O R T S 
know them will subscribe to this.—
Bernard EUsesisier, Managing Editor
MAN’S S H O W E D I T I O N O F M A I N E
York (Pa) Gazette, and Secretary of
WOODS.
Westy Hcgans of America.

Fresh
Corn On the Cob
*■"' T Dry Kernels?

3 Ounces

10c

S lic e it as
you use

it

SHOOTING CLUBS
TRAPSHOOTING OF
p WORK IN^ARMY
WESTY HOGANS

Winning Laurels as a Interesting Outline of Unique Org
anization’s History
Checker Player

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD
TIM E T A B L E
In Effect, December 14th, 1914.
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm 
ington for Phillips, Rangeley. and ICingfield, at
5.16 P. VI., and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas
senger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A. M.
snd from Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10
P.M.

MIXED T R A IN arrives at 9.35 A . M and leaves
*t 11.00 A. M.

STRONG P A S S E N G E R T R A IN S leave for
Farmington, at 6.23 A. M. and 1.37 P. M. For
Phillips at 12.37 P. M . and for Phillips and
Knngeley at 5.47 P. M. and for Kingfield at 5.50 P.
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at
12.37 P. M. and^.47 P. M. From Bigelow at 1.25
P. M.
MIXED TRATN arrives from Phillips at 8.45
A M. and from Bigelow at 2.10 P. M., and from
Farmington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at
1.40 P. M- and for Farmington at 8.45 A. M.

PHILLIPS P A S S E N Q E R T R A IN S leave for
Farmington at 6.00 A . M. and 1.15 P, M. For
Rangeley at 6.15 P- M.
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at
U.55 P. M. and 6.10 P. M. From Rangeley at
12.20P. M.
MIXED T R A IN leaves for Farmington at 7.30
A. M. Rangeley 2.20 P. M. and arrives .from
Farmington at 2.15 P. M. Rsngeley 10.15 A . M.

RANGELEY P A S S E N G E R T R A IN S leave for
Farmington at 10.40 A . M. and arrives at 8.00 P.
MIXED T R A IN arrives from Phillips at 3.45
P. M. and leaves at 7.30 A . M .
SALEM P A S S E N G E R T R A IN leaves at 1.00
P. M. for Farmington and arrives at 6.16 P. M.

KINGFIELD P A S S E N G E R

T R A IN leaves for
Bigelow at 9.00 A . M. and 6'.38 P. M. F o r Farm 
ington at 12.40 P. M.
BIG ELO W P A S S E N G E R T R A IN leaves for
Rttmington at 10.50 A . M. Arrives from K ingfield at 10.00 A . M.
^

F. N , B E A L, Gen’ l Manager,
Phillips, Maine.

BERNARD ELSESSER
That the W esty Hogans have done
good work in promoting target shoot
ing is probably more generally rec
ognized in that section of the coitntry usually referred to as th,e East,
for the reason that the members of
the organization, with few excep
tion®, follow their vocation® in the
Eastern State®.
It
was in the
East— in Pennsylvania— that their
organization originated; their annual
tournament is conducted on
the
shores of the Atlantic Ocean and the
great majority of the shoo'ters wftio
attend their tournament® come from
Eastern cities and towns.
But the
name and fame of tine Westy Hogan®
have spread to every part of tdi.e
United State®, as witness the fact
that at the tournament in Septem
ber of this eyar, more than one-dialf
of the States in the union' were rep
resented among the contestants.
Conceived over night in a little
Pennsylvania mining town, where a
one-day shoot had been held during
tlie day, in tins summer of 1907, the
organization was launched and in the
following September held its
first
tournament on Young's Old Pier in
Atlantic City.
The membership of
the W esty Ilcgans then consisted o<f
scarcely a dozen well-known profes
sional trapsdnooters.
Now it numb
ers fifty odd.
It might be said,
by way of explanation, that mem
bership in 'the organization is con
fined exclusively to representatives
of fire arm® and ammunition manu

NEW YORK

Sportsmans Show
ON FEBRUARY 20, 1915
Watch for the big Sportsman’s
Show Edition of
M A IN E

WOODS

Forms close for advertisements
February 14. Send in your copy
now and be sure your ad is there.

Native preserve of the salmon and
trout;
Haven of campers that haunt every
rout.
Beautiful Maine! Beautiful Maine!
Beautiful Maine, of a princely do
Cheered by the sun, and rejoiced by |
main,
the rain!
Off’ring to all of thy fish and tliy
Guarded above by the Lady of j
game!
Snow®;
Fanned by the breeze that so frag
Beautiful Maine! Beautiful Maine!
rantly blows;
Loved by the sea that e’er plays on Home of a people that honor thy
name
thy shore;
Hardy
sea-rovers so sturdy and true
Blessing all folk® who Ndo knock at
Weaving about thee loved romances
thy door.
new;
Beautifull Maine, of the pine and the'
Knowing the path® of the ocean afir,
far,
________________
Thou art to all both a joy and a
Reaming the deep with no guide but
Somerset C o u n ty ’s
T a m e Moose is
lure!
a star.
Dead.
Beautiful Maine, of grand fable and
Beautiful Maine! Beautiful Maine!
song,
Guarding thy coast, of grand islands,
The tame moos® which ha® been
Praises and fame to thy name e’er
a chain !
so frequently noted in different sec
belong!
Wave-worn, rich gem® of the tide
tions of Somerset County, died a na
and the sea,
tural death cue of the cold nights
Where’er the winds are a-piping so Beautiful Maine! Beautiful Maine!
last week.
The animal had been ,
free;
Season® but come to e’er lure me
cared for at Ben Berry's in North |
Headland® and strand® that do everj
again
delight
For 1 was cradled, oh ctese to thy
LOST T H E O D D R A B B IT
All who pass by, both, by day and
breast,
by night.
Knowing thy joys of true peace and
T h r e e Lewiston H u n t e rs Had T h i r  Beautiful Maine, of tlie gale and the
sweet rest;
teen, Brought H o m e Four Each.
calm,
So once again I do seek thee ®o
Thou art a land of an infinite
free,
charm!
Eden of bliss from the Northwoods
Three Lewiston hunters, Henry M.
to sea.
( ‘‘Babe’’) Blais,, Newman Young and
Beautiful Maine! Beautiful Maine!
I^autiiful Maine, my sweet song and
Cook Paradis returned Saturday from
Radiant state of the hill and tine
my dream:,
a hunting trip .at the Young cottage
plain!
Kittery to ’Quoddy with memories
at Tacoma, bringing with * them
Over thy breast do e ’er shimmer and
teem!
twelve rabbits, four each,
although'
shine
they assert that they captured thir
Lake® that are jewels, with settings
teen of the animals while on the
Beautiful Maine! Beautiful Maine!
sublime;
trip.
Forests enwreathe thee in ' glory-em Land of industry’s or pleasure’® true
Mr. Blais says that there are quite
fane!
brace ;
a few rabbits left and any one who
Happ
'the thousand® who course o’er
Rivers and stream's lend their songs
knows how can get them.
He did
thy -ways,
and
their
gracenot explain the missing thirteenth
Beautiful Maine, of loved evergreen Reviling in bliss of 'thy changeful
rabbit but Mr. Young thinks they left
glad days;
fame,
it behind so as not to spoil the pro
Covered with snow or a-waving with Finding the modern, the quaint and
verbial “ rabbit luck.”
Someone in
the old,
grain!
the party also shot a skunk.
Paradise land 'that all hearts do en
B E A U T IF U L

M A IN E .

Beautiful Maine! Beautiful Maine!
Hunters’ and ■fishers’ wild haunts
A D V E R T IS IN G F O R M S
OF T H E
that make vain
S P O R T S M A N 'S
SHOW
N U M B E R Home of the caribou, moc®e, and the
C L O S E F E B . 14.
D O N ’T
DELAY
deer,
S E N D IN G
IN Y O U R
A D V E R T I S E  Calling to sport, to good health, and
good cheer;
MENT.

fold.
Beautiful Maine, of grand
hist’ry
and fame,,
Who can but cherish thy glorious
name!
G. R. FEARE lBAY in Lewiston Jour
nal.
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Where To Go In Maine
Lake Parlin House and Gamps
A re delightfully situated on shore of Luke
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo
biles. being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly
fishing the whole season The house and
camps are new and have all modern conven
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun
tain climbing automobiling. etc.
W rite for booklet.

H. P. M c K E N N E Y , P ro p rie tor.

Jackman. Muine

Are You Going Hunting?
If so, write me the number of persons in your party,
how long you wish to stay in camp, and let me tell you

THE

EXACT

COST

of your trip at Chase Pond Camps as I shall
rates to all during October and November. I
send you names of parties who have hunted
you may refer to in regard to hunting, camps,

make cut
will also
here that
etc.

Guy Chadbourne, Prop., Bingham, Maine

YO R K C A M P S ,
R A N G E L E Y , M A IN E

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F I S H I N G
AT

T h e G a rry P o n d G am ps
Furnished camps and furnished cook places will
be opened for the hunters October first. Most
all heavy supplies will be for sale at the Camps.
Fine hunting country for deer and birds, some
moose and bears. W rite for information to

H E N R Y J. L A N E ,
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.
O TTE R POND CAMPS
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
ing and hunting. Send for circular.

J o h n e a r v i l l e ’ s C a m p s GEORGE H. M cK ENN EY, Prop..
at S p rin g L a k e
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest seen•ry and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
summer resort. Telephone communications with
Milage and doctor. References furnished- Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
J O H N C A R V IL L E , Flagstaff. Me.

Blakeslee

Lake Camps

JOSEPH H. W H ITE, Proprietor
A famous resort for anglers and hun
ters. W rite for illustrated booklet and
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st,
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Maine.

Caratunk, Me.
TRAPPING SEASON SOON BE HERE
I f yov want to know what is what in the Hunt
ing and Trapping line subscribe for the Trapper.
It is a $1.00 publication but if you act quick only
BO cents. Every issue is crammed full of valuable
information on Hunting, Trapping, Fishing. Taxi
dermy. etc., that could not be obtained elsewhere
at any price. Subscribe Now and Keep Posted.
S. C. Wellman, publisher. Dept. M., Huntington.
W . Va.

RANGELEY f AVBRN 8 LAKE VIEW HOOSE
On Rangeley Lake.
Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile
route. Tavern all year.
Lake View House
luly 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.

N. H. E L L IS & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.
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JOLLY TWELVE
ENTERTAINED
Rangeley Lady Passes Away
St. Barnabas Hospital
(Special Correspondence.)

at

600 were killed.
W e were asked to : that Maine is now the Leading state
bring this before the association for j in 'this- respect.
More bear are also
killed in Maine than
in many of
consideration.
the
western
states.
In
Vermont
deer
W e have received a considerable
exterminated
number of letters convicting lumber iLad been practically
camps of much responsibility for and a close time had been estab
the alleged diminishing number of lished for a long period and then only
bucks could be shot.
Now about
deer.
4000 good heavy bucks are killed in
In connection With the questions
that state in a season.
sent out w;e had many communica
tions expressing a sentiment favor- j Mr. Burnham' also claimed that tie
ing a graded non-resident
licen se! buck law had saved the deer in the
costing $5 for birds, $15 for birds ; state Of New York and
that, half
and deer, and $25 for birds,d e e r; the states in
the union now have
and moose, if moose hunting were j sucha law. He called attention to the
allowed.
A fishing license
w a s)fa ct
that field
sports a.re the
touched upon frequently, and one I greatest preparation for soldiering
proposition which might sometime be j and that as the fate of this ccJumhy
considered, was a combined license j in war seems to depend on the volbird ' unteer the more game can be proto include fishing and small
! tected to encourage wholesome sport
hunting.
Our advic® has been asked in a tli© more first class material there
case where an- effort was being made will be for good soldiers in case of
The man who hunts or fishes
to introduce partridge on some of need.
th© islands along the coast.
The learns to take care of himself in tlie
gentleman in question desired to find open, builds up bis constitution and
some place where hie could purchase improves his power of taking the in
young stock, hut was unable to. ft itiative in times of stress and danger.
was decided that the only way would Hence the more real sportsmen the
be to trap birds in deep snow. If country can develop the better it ig
this experiment succeeds it may lead for all concerned and the best way
to the stocking of some of the larg to do tlids is to wisely protect the
game as there is little inducement
er islands.
W e have been asked to consider to get out in!to th© open for many
the fact that th© fur bearing ani men unless- they can shoot some
mals in the State, such as fishers, thing.

Rangeley, January 26.— Fern Philbrick h-as returned home from Savag
camps, Wlnere l:ie has been employed
th© past season..
Joseph D. Vaughn waa in Strong
Monday to attend the funeral of Ms
uncle.
C. M. Cushman is a't Madrid work
ing for Abbott & Cleaves.
W. L. Butler of Farmington is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Fur
bish.
Lero Toothaker is at Madrid,
where hie is employed by
SeLden
Hinkdey.
Mrs. Miles Dauphinee of Portland
is the guest of her father, F. H.
Philbrick.
A t Meredith, N. H., a son
was
born to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Morrill,
January 17.
Mrs. Morrilil was for
merly Miss Ethel Pratt of this town.
Mrs. Albert Carlton and son Don
ald returned Saturday from a visit
with Mr. and Mrs. Joel Carlton.
Moving pictures were shown by Dr
otters, sable, mink, coon, etc., air©
Mrs. Wallace Carlton entertained decreasing in number and that furth Heber Bishop of Boston. The moving
the Jolly Tw elve at her home Thurs er restriction should be put on trap films consisted of four reels,
one
day afternoon.
Delicious
refresh ping.
quit© a lengthy one, depicting ruoose
ments of punch-, cake, mousse, sand
In closing I feel that I should M m tirg in New Brunswick, trout fish
wiches, and coffee were served. The say something of tike interest Presi- ing in the Rangeley Lakes and sal
next meeting of the club will b e !
Hodgson has taken during the mon fishing in New Brunswick. All
in on© week at the home ot Mrs. |
year, and the work lie has put these led u.p to the fall of the boll
Florence Bridgham.
in, and also on behalf of the assoc moose and the taking of trout and
Next Sunday will he observed as j ianoni thank all those who helped salmon, and are very realistic. The
I .emperanoe Sunday by th© R a n g e - apiriu.a} outing a success.
fourth reel, which Dr. Bishop conley Sunday school, with appropriate
The secretairy’s report showed that aiders the best of all, was the rf
exercises in which, the whole Sun
91 new members have joined
the suit of 10 days’ work with Charles
day school is invited to join.
association; nineteen have
with D Kellogg the lecturer and naturEdgar M. Berry of Lewiston was drawn, and four have died; J. A. man.
Mr. Kellogg wras Dr. Bishop’s
a business caller in town recently.
Green leaf c f Auburn, Geo. H. Gree guest, with his moving picture oper
A daughter was born to Mr. and ley of Bangor, C. E. GreOn’ea f of ator, on a trip in New Brunswick in
Mrs. Augus LaPoint last
Monday Auburn, and J. Frank Pierce of Au the middle of saimmer. They saw
and a daughter waJ born to Mr. and gusta.
The present membership is 103 moose, and took pictures of bulls,
Mqs. Cleon Oakes Tuesday.
518,. much the largest In thte history cows and calves.
In addition Dr. Bishop showed lan
It is with much regret that ‘the j of the organization,
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subjects connected
community learned of the death of
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had lived to tell the tale. He said j
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(Continued from page seven).
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and reLating to general matters. sued bias been falling o ff and the ad
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PLEASURE FOR THE LOBSTER
attention, some of which might be considering cutting the appropria
tion
in
proportion.
Mr.
Waldron
interesting for the association as a
Assertion Is Made T h a t He Really En
thought that perhaps the price
of
whole to consider. •
joys the Sensation of Being
the licenses is now too high
.end
Boiled Alive.
I On© matter is the relation of the’
should be reduced.
new federal migratory bird law to
Jus‘ ice A. M. Spear, who
1Do you think that slowly boiling to
our State laws.
Our open seasons
been, one of the most active work death would be a happy way of "cross
on birds do not in a® oases coincide
ers in in. the interests c f th© assoc ing the great divide?” Well, probably
! with the federal regulations.
Last
iation., calling attention to th© fact if you were a lobster you would think
year six states passed laws
har
so.
that the people of the state have
monizing their open seasons with the
Experiments at the Jersey marine
been paying Idrge sums yearly for 20
■federal act. and the federal author
biological station have shown that the
ities recommend that this should be years or more for the protection of ( old.time method of dropping Mr. Lob
game and that tlneir interests should ster fn CGjd v»ater, then letting bto
Look around and see if you haven’t some Fire Arms, done. Our open season on ducks, be given great consideration, al-j heat up gradually until his lobster soul
1for instance, extends to Jag.
1st,
though he recognized the importance i has departed from his body is really*
Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent, Ham Which is two weeks longer than the of the non-resident business. H»e pleasure to him, even if it is the last
federal season.
Cur open
season
thought that any reduction in the fun he’ll ever have.
cn woodcock begins Sept.
15th,
mock or something else you don’t want.
Lobsters, you see, are extremely dif
license fee should be very carefully
while the federal season does not
ficult to kill.
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before
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if
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begin until Cct. 1st, and so on.
about the size of a hemp seed—do®*
found necessary to adopt a resiient no good, because it causes the lobster
Another proposition which I would
license he favored exempting
th© uo more than temporary annoyance
call attention to without comment,
boys and believed this would, not in It is therefore necessary to kill th®
is a movement •for the protection of
terfere with the enforcement of the crustacean all over.
We have sold things for others, and we can do thv |bears. There is an endeavor being law, which iis th© principal argument
To throw him into boiling water
m®d© to arouse a ' cruntry-wide in’terin favor of a resident license at all. causes hi*i to struggle violently, show
j asto in this.
I do not know how it
same for you. Rates one cent a word in advance.
He considered m e dollar enohgh for ing he suffers pain, but when you drop
him into the cold water and it gradual
would be r reived in this State, but such a license.
ly rises in temperature Mr. Lobster
Address, Classified Department,
several men wl o 1a ve had
wide
simply gets warm, then drowsy, and
experience in the words s-e.em to
finally tucks one claw under his head
think that bears are on the road to
John B. Burnham of Boston dis
and passes away into the sleep of the
M A IN E WOODS,
extermination, and that some
pro- cussed th© proposed law for mak
just.
tection would be an. added incentive ing it legal to shoot only buck deer
At 7# degrees Fahrenheit Mr. Lob
to hunters, who now seldom get a in this state.
He stated that th© ster is in a comatose condition bnt
Phillips, Maine
bear.
In a recent year in Pennsyl- country east of the, Mississippi now has suffered no pain. At 80 he is »*
i vania, whore liears are
protected, furnishes the best deer hunting and dead as a stone wall.
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